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Abstract
In several applications, accurate regulation and control is a difficult task due to inherent
nonlinearities as well as parametric uncertainties in the underlying dynamic system. A
necessary assumption for most of the parameter estimation schemes available today is that
the parameter must occur linearly. However, an increasing demand for accurate models of
complex nonlinear systems have prompted researchers and scientists to develop adaptation
schemes for parameters which are nonlinear.
In this thesis, a new adaptive control approach based on nonlinear parametrization
(Annaswamy et al., 1996) is applied to control problems in two different dynamic sys-
tems, (i) level control in feedwater heater system and (ii) position control in magnetic
bearing system, both of which contain nonlinear parameters. In the level control problem,
a feedwater heater in a 200MW power plant was used as a test platform. The feedwater
heater contains several nonlinearities with the dominant ones due to the heater drain valve
system as well as the heater cross-sectional area. Dynamic response tests were performed
using a full-scale simulation model of the power plant. It is shown that an order of magni-
tude improvement in settling time and percent overshoot is achievable with the new non-
linear controller. In the position control of magnetic bearing, the performance of an
adaptive controller based on nonlinear parametrization is compared to a number of lin-
early-parametrized controllers. Both the air gap of the bearing and air permeability are
uncertain parameters with the former being nonlinear. It is shown through simulations that
the nonlinear controller successfully tracks the reference trajectory across the entire oper-
ation range while linear controllers perform poorly as they deviate from the nominal oper-
ating point.
Thesis Supervisor: Anuradha M. Annaswamy
Title: Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation and Contribution of Thesis
Adaptive control has been in the center of attention of many researchers and scientists in
recent years. One of many attractive properties of the adaptive controllers is the ability to
conform to changes in the system operating conditions. In the real processes, the actual
parameters are rarely known. The characteristics of the process can change with time due
to a variety of factors both internal and external. Classical linear control theory sometimes
is not adequate for the system to perform satisfactorily over the entire operating range.
This gave rise to the adaptive control theory which allows monitoring and adjusting the
parameters towards better performance.
A vast majority of adaptive control theory is based on the common assumption that the
parametric uncertainty occurs linearly. In some systems, the simplification can be made to
meet that criterion. However, there are certain classes of nonlinear systems which do not
lend themselves to that assumption. It becomes apparent that a new approach which deals
with the nonlinear parametric uncertainty is inevitably required. Among the current
approaches includes the nonlinear least-squares algorithm [6] and the extended Kalman
filter method [9]. Parameter convergence usually depends on the underlying nonlinearity
and the initial estimates. When these algorithms are implemented on the nonlinear sys-
tems, the stability property is usually unknown.
Recently, a new approach has been introduced by ([1],[10]). Their algorithm is appli-
cable to dynamic systems where the underlying parameters occur nonlinearly. It has been
shown that an adaptive controller based on nonlinear parametrization can be realized
which ensures global stability. In this thesis, this approach will be illustrated through a
level control problem in the feedwater heater system and a position control problem in the
magnetic bearing system in comparison with other controllers.
The contribution of the thesis consists of the following:
1. Establish the dynamic models for both the feedwater heater and the magnetic bear-
ing systems.
2. Realize the adaptive controller based on nonlinear parametrization which will lead
to global stability for the respective systems.
3. Compare the performance of the different controllers on the systems.
1.2 Synopsis of Thesis
This thesis is organized into four chapters as follows:
Chapter 2 provides readers with the background on adaptive controller based on non-
linear parametrization as proposed by [1]. Here, the adaptation algorithms are shown to
result in the controller which leads to global stability using Lyapunov stability analysis.
However, the reader will not be provided with the detailed proof but are encouraged to
seek further information from the reference sources.
A detail case study of level control in feedwater heater system is illustrated through
Chapter 3. In this chapter, the dynamic model of the system was derived based on the
actual feedwater heater system at Kingston Unit 9, Tennessee. The closed-loop transient
tests were also performed at the plant and are presented here. The Kingston Unit 9 simula-
tor system was used as the test bed for the new controller. The advantage of the simulator
is that it allows the controller to be tested before the actual implementation. MATLAB is
used extensively to simulate the closed-loop system with the derived controllers. The sum-
mary and remarks are given at the end of the chapter.
Chapter 4 illustrates another example which the parameter occurs nonlinearly. The
objective is to control the position of the rotor in the magnetic bearing system. In compar-
ison, the controllers based on linear control theory are shown to perform poorly when
deviated from the operating point.
Finally, the source codes for both the MATLAB programs and the FORTRAN pro-
gram used on Kingston Unit 9 simulator are included in the appendices.

Chapter 2
Adaptive Controller Based on Nonlinear Parame-
trization
2.1 Introduction
Adaptive Control has received considerable interest among the researchers and scientists
in recent years. A majority of the adaptive control theories have centered around the
assumption that the unknown parameters occur linearly. Even in the adaptive control of
nonlinear systems, many estimation algorithms have been restricted to the systems which
parameters are linear. In many control problems, it becomes apparent that the nonlinear
models which are able to replicate complex dynamics require nonlinear parametrization.
We present here an approach proposed by [1] which we will illustrate through feedwa-
ter heater level control and magnetic bearing position control applications that the control-
ler results in better overall performance and stable systems. It is also shown that a stable
adaptive algorithm can be developed for a system which has both linear and nonlinear
parametrization.
2.2 The Adaptive Controller
2.2.1 Problem Statement
The dynamic system under consideration is of the form
x"' )= ff(, 0) + qa + u (2.1)
where 0 eR and a E Rm are unknown parameters, u is a scalar control input, 0(t) ~ RP and
(p(t) E Rm are known functions of the system variables, and f is a scalar function that is non-
linear both in 0 and o. The desired trajectory x, is chosen as the output of the model
whose dynamics is governed by the differential equation
D(s)[xm] = r (2.2)
where D(s) is a Hurwitz polynomial and r is a bounded reference input. If the scalar out-
put error is defined as e = x - xm, the goal is to choose the control input so that the error e
converges to zero asymptotically while ensuring that all system variables remain bounded.
The following assumptions are made regarding the system:
1. All state variables are accessible for measurement.
2. 0(t) and (p(t) are measurable functions, and are bounded functions of the state vari-
ables.
3. o E [omin, Omax]
, 
and omin and emax are known.
4. For all o and any 0(t), f(0(t), 0) is either concave, or convex.
5. f is a known bounded function of its arguments.
2.2.2 The Controller
The structure of the dynamic system clearly suggests that when the parameters o and
a are known, a feedback-linearizing controller can be realized which stabilizes the system
and ensures output tracking. One choice of such a controller is described below. A com-
posite error e, which is a scalar measure of the state error is defined as
es = D(s) edl (2.3)
The control input is then chosen as
u = - ke s -D 1 (s)[x] + r-q Ta - f(4, 0) (2.4)
where k>O, and D(s) = s+ Dl(s). This leads to the error equation D(s)[e(t)] = -kes which
can be written using Eq. (2.3) as
es = -ke s  (2.5)
and hence e, is bounded and es(t) ->o asymptotically. From Eq. (2.3), it follows that for
i = , ..., n - 1, xi) - xm) is bounded and tends to zero asymptotically.
The problem is to find a certainty equivalence controller using (2.3) and adaptive laws
for estimating 0 and a when the latter are unknown so as to achieve global boundedness
and asymptotic tracking. Suppose the following controller and adaptive laws are chosen in
the presence of unknown parameters:
u = -kes- D(S)[X] + r - (pTa f(, 0)- Ua(t )  (2.6)
a = esTaq (2.7)
0 = esYew (2.8)
where w(t) and ua(t) are time-varying signals to be chosen later and r. and 'Y are adaptive
gains used to alter the transient behavior of the parameter estimates during the adaptation.
If the parameter errors are defined as & = a - a, 6 = -0, the error equation becomes
es = -kes-p 9  + f -J-ua(t) (2.9)
where f = (0, 0). This suggests the commonly used Lyapunov function candidate
V = (es + & r a+Ye 0 2 )  (2.10)
with a time derivative
V = -ke2 + es[f-7+ w-a(t)]. (2.11)
It is easy to see that when f is concave, since
f- a< (0( - ) (2.12)
for all e (Bertsekas, 1989), if we choose
w(t) = M , Ua(t) 0 (2.13)
It ensures that Vo 0 provides e, 20. However, when e, is negative, Eq. (2.13) is not ade-
quate for ensuring that v is a Lyapunov function. Similarly, since the inequality in (2.12)
is reversed when f is convex, it is obvious that when es is positive, our choice of the sig-
nals in (2.13) would not suffice for achieving a negative semidefinite v. This implies that a
fairly distinctive strategy needs to be adopted for the case when e, is negative (or positive)
when f is concave (or convex) with respect to o.
It will now be shown that whether f is concave or convex, the following adaptive con-
troller ensures global boundedness and asymptotic tracking.
u = -kes-Dl(s)[x]+r-9 &T rf(0, 6)-Ua(t) (2.14)
& = Era9 (2.15)
0 = EsYew (2.16)
ES = es- esat() (2.17)
and ua and w are time functions which are chosen as follows:
1. When f(o, e) is concave in o for all 0,
uM(t) = 0 if es,0 (2.18)
Ua(t) = sat (L- fmin-ý max .imin - m n)] otherwise. (2.19)
w(t) = -f(te) 10=, if e >0 (2.20)
w(t) = fmax - fmin otherwise. (2.21)
Omax - Omin
2. When f(t, o) is convex in e for all 0,
Ua(t) = sat[ -fmin-(Omax )-Omin mn) if e (2.22)
Ua(t) = o otherwise. (2.23)
w() = max - f-• if es, o (2.24)
max min
w(t) = e( 0) otherwise. (2.25)
where
fmax = f(0, emax) and fmin = f(~1' Omin) (2.26)
The detail discussion of global stability is not included here. However, interested read-
ers are encouraged to obtain more information in ([1],[10]).
2.2.3 Extensions
In [10], it has been shown that the results discussed above can be extended to systems
of the folowing form:
x = A(p)x + bx + loifi(
, 
Oi) + VTa (2.27)
where x(t) e Rn, (A(p), b ) is controllable, p and ei are unknown scalar parameters, a E Rm
is unknown, A and fi are nonlinear in p and oi , respectively.

Chapter 3
Level Control in Feedwater Heater System
3.1 Preliminaries
3.1.1 Introduction
A power cycle is defined as thermodynamic process in which the working fluid can be
made to undergo changes involving energy transitions and subsequently return to its origi-
nal state. The main objective of any cycle is to convert one form of energy to another use-
ful form. For example, the energy stored in fossil fuel is released in the combustion
process which, in turn, used to heat the liquid water to the state of vapor that is useful in
driving the turbine blade and ultimately generate electricity. We are concerned that natural
energy resource is limited and it has to be utilize in the most efficient way possible. In the
following sections, we will discuss a vapor power cycle of interest, the Rankine cycle, in
which our main goal will be to provide readers the necessary elements to understand the
significance of the feedwater heater system.
The Rankine Cycle
This cycle can be described in the diagram shown in Figure 3.1. It consists of four dis-
tinct processes. Start with the feed pump, the liquid supplied to the boiler is brought to the
boiler pressure. In the ideal cycle, the liquid supplied to the pump is assumed to be satu-
rated at the lowest pressure of the cycle. In an actual cycle, the liquid is slightly subcooled
to prevent vapor bubbles from forming in the pump (which causes a process known as cav-
itation, which will subsequently damage the pump). For the ideal cycle, the compression
process is taken to be isentropic, and the final state of the liquid supplied to the boiler is
subcooled at the boiler pressure. This subcooled liquid is heated to the saturation state in
the boiler, and it is subsequently vaporized to yield the steam for the prime mover in the
cycle. The energy for the heating and vaporizing process of the liquid is provided by the
combustion of the fuel in the boiler. If the superheating of the vapor is desired, it is also
accomplished in the boiler (also called a steam generator). The vapor leaves the steam
generator and is expanded isentropically in a prime mover (such as a turbine or steam
engine) to provide the work output of the cycle. After the expansion process is completed,
the working substance is piped to the condenser, where it rejects heat to the cooling water.
Figure 3.1: A simple schematic diagram of Rankine cycle
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The Regenerative Cycle
A method to increase steam cycle efficiency without increasing the superheated steam
pressure and temperature is the regenerative heating process which is, essentially, a
method of adding heat at a higher temperature. Regenerative heating, in practice, is the
process of expansion of steam in the turbine well into the phase-change region. Moisture
is withdrawn mechanically from the turbine to reduce the effects of wear and corrosion. In
Figure 3.2, we show the physical features of the regenerative steam turbine cycle. The sat-
urated liquid from the condenser is fed to a mixing chamber by a pump. The chamber
allows the liquid to be heated by mixing with the steam bled from the turbine; then this
mixture is fed to the next chamber and ultimately back to the boiler for recirculation. In
the cycle, two mixing chamber are utilized, but more could be added. These mixing cham-
bers are called feedwater heaters.
Figure 3.2: Regenerative cycle
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In large central station installation, from one up to a dozen of feedwater heaters are
often used. These can attain length of over 60 ft., diameters up to 7 ft., and have over
30,000 ft.2 of surface. Figure 3.3 shows a straight condensing type of feedwater heater
with steam entering at the center and flowing longitudinally, in a baffled path, on the out-
side of the tubes. Vents are provided to prevent the buildup noncondensable gases in the
heater, and are especially important where the pressures are less than atmospheric pres-
sure. Also, deaerators are often used in conjunction with the feedwater heaters or as a sep-
arate units to reduce the quantity of oxygen and other noncondensable gases in the
feedwater heater to acceptable levels.
01
Figure 3.3: Feedwater heater
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3.1.2 Theoretical Development
The Extraction Steam Flow
The amount of the extraction steam flow is directly influenced by the thermodynamic
process within the heater. Two important regulating mechanisms are the heat transfer pro-
cess and the thermodynamic process. The heat transfer process occurs within the heater as
well as between the heater and the environment. The thermodynamic process takes place
within the control volume where upstream drain flow, heater drain flow, and extraction
flow interact. The model used in predicting the extraction steam flow is based on the con-
servation of energy, the conservation of mass, and the thermodynamic relations. The
model suggested by Davis is presented here. [5]
Figure 3.4: The control volume of the feedwater heater
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1. Definitions of Variables
Vc = total volume of the condensing region
Mc = total mass of the water in the condenser
P = heater pressure
hf = saturated liquid specific enthalpy at P
hg = saturated vapor specific enthalpy at P
hfg = hg-hf
hc = specific enthalpy of the condenser mixture
Vf = saturated liquid specific volume at P
vg = saturated vapor specific volume at P
Vfg = Vg-Vf
vc  = specific volume of condenser mixture
x = steam quality in the condenser
mI = extraction flow
h3 = specific enthalpy of flow from the desuperheater
m2 = upstream drain flow
h2 = upstream drain specific enthalpy
m5 = heater drain flow
h5 = heater drain specific enthalpy (assumed equal to hf)
UAco = UA for the heat transfer from condenser to tubes
LMTDco = condenser log mean temperature difference
UAhs = UA for the heat transfer from condenser to heat sink
Ths = temperature of the heat sink
Tsat = saturation temperature at P
2. The Extraction Steam Flow Model
The conservation of mass states that
dMc  V3c = mi+m 2 -m 5 where M c = c.Vc
Therefore,
dM 1 dVc Vcdvc
dt vcdt v2dt
dV
where c = 0dt
since the condenser volume is constant.
Now,
dMc  Vcdv cdt 2 dt = mi + m2 5 .
vC
Consider vc to be a function of the pressure and the enthalpy inside the condenser,
then
dvc _v dhc dP
dt ,ahiJdt + ,(vh
dhDerivation of dhc
dt
The energy balance relation states that
d Mcu c = mIh 3 + m2h 2 - mh f - UAcoLMTDco + UAhs(Ths 
- Tsat) .I +~ 2 mhfUCLT
By definition,
uc = hc - Pvc.
Then,
dt C = d M _(h -Pvc) = (h c -Pv dM) C+Mcdi(hc
- 
Pvc)
d dMc dMc dhA dP dv
Mc= hccc - + Pcc + c M cCcc -C Pdt
(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)
(3.8)
Since Mcv c = Vc,
d dM dh dP ( dM + dvyc
dtM=u h = - +M-dt -Vcd- -Py +Mc-i ).
However, since the condenser volume is constant,
dMc dvc d dVcSc + M -M cv c = 0.Ct Cdt tC C d
Hence,
d dMc dhA dP dhc d dMC
- Mcu c = hCdT + Mc C -Vd t or m dt McUc - hcd +
VdP
Cdt •
Substitute the expression dMc in Eq. (3.5), we then have
dhc dM dPMcy- = mI h 3 +m 2 h 2 -m 5hf - UAcoLMTDco + UAhs(Ths- Tsat) -hc-dt + Vc •
Again, since
dM ct = m l +m 2 -m 5 ,
dh C 1_d_dt - mI m(h3 - hc) +m2(h5(2hc)m(h hc) - UAcoLMTDco + UAhs hs sat)+
h fg V c'
Derivation of Mh fg
Using the fact that
h 1
c = h•(V- Vf) + (hgvf- hfvg) and v-R = Vg- Vf,
fg fg
v hg hf
vc = hch +V h h-.J fg f g f
By differentiating term by term,
hc Vfg hcfg fg h cvhfg ah 
•-h2PC cfg h---g ) + (h -- ),
(3.9)
(3.10)
(3.11)
(3.12)
(3.13)
(3.14)
(3.15)
(3.16)
(3.17)
hgvf(ahfg+ 4g ("gvf hhgj
and hv L =' aPt.V -hf, ) hf g(ahfg. I h aVg ahf.h 2 W) hfg'faP gvgap jfg
Therefore,
( = -h h -v
By rearranging,
By rearranging,
h T2, (-DP h ap
fg gf fg
A+ h+ vahf,.
(av = hc(hf
Multiply by Mc,
hi A ) h fg hgvf ) Lf aPh fg @ap,
Mc (cJ)h c = ch h- 1gs. ]2
)_ hL (av.)
h fg (Ca'P
-(hfvg hgvfh fg
L( h fg g F
Note that the expressions in the bracket are single-valued functions of P.
The quality of the mixture x = -Vfg
The enthalpy of the water in the condenser hc = h + .•) •f
Multiplying by Mc, we now have
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Further expanding the expression gives,
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This expression can alternatively be written in form of, Mi,-f h h
where A and B are strictly functions of pressure.
From the original conservation of mass equation,
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Ultimately, the extraction steam flow can be expressed in the following form,
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Fluid Flow Resistances
In this section, we will derive the dynamic model of the flow system from the drain
exit of the heater to the cascaded flow inlet of the downstream heater. Figure 3.5 shows the
schematic diagram of the system that our model is based on.
Figure 3.5: The schematic diagram of the drain flow system
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We will investigate both the case where the flow is assumed to be entirely single phase
and the case where the flow downstream is in liquid-vapor phase. The flow through the
drain valve is always in liquid phase. The pipe system is assumed to be well insulated
therefore the heat transfer to the environment is negligible. The momentum flux changes
due to the friction in the pipe is usually very small and is neglected in our model.
1. Single-Phase Flow
The pressure drop in the drain system occurs at two places. We will now consider the
case which the flow is assumed to be entirely liquid. The pressure drop increases as the
fluid passes further downstream through the drain pipe and the control valve.
Pressure Drop Across the Pipe
The equation which describe the pressure drop for a flow with velocity v is given by
AP = Kpv2 (3.19)
where the friction coefficient is defined as
· 2
K = f . (3.20)
The friction factor, f, is a function of the relative roughness of the pipe and the Reynold's
number. In the case which the flow is turbulence (Re > 2000),
f 0.316 (3.21)
Re 0
2 5
By substituting the relation in Eq. (3.20)-(3.21) in Eq. (3.19) and solve for the pressure
drop as a function of the volumetric flow rate Q,
Q = Av (3.22)
AP. = 0.316 rA0.25 Lp 2.Apipe = -[ j L- [ Ia  (3.23)
pipe
Pressure Drop Across the Control Valve
The conventional equation for describing the relationship between the pressure drop
and the volumetric flow rate is
S= c P, (3.24)
The valve coefficient, c,, is a function of the valve opening and is usually supplied by the
valve manufacturer. We can then solve for the pressure drop across the valve as
APvalve = 3225.42 Q2  (3.25)
Cv
2. Two-Phase Flow
We are interested in modeling the effects of the two-phase flow particularly the flow
mixture of liquid and vapor. Two-phase flow occurs quite frequently in the feedwater
heater system. We are concerned with the downstream section of the drain pipe where the
flow exits the valve and the pressure drops resulting in partial phase transformation from
liquid to vapor. In this section, we will describe the method of characterizing the two-
phase flow. However, it must be noted that despite a large number of studies related in this
area, there are many situations where the uncertainty can be as high as 50%. Most of the
two-phase correlations are entirely empirical or semi-empirical. We will discuss the pre-
diction of the static pressure gradient approximation along the straight pipe during the
two-phase flow.
Frictional Pressure Gradient
In deriving the correlations, it is assumed that the homogeneous theory is applicable to
the system of interest. The liquid-vapor mixture is treated as homogeneous with a density
based on the assumption that both phases flow at the same velocity. This theory gives a
reasonable result even in the case where the actual vapor velocity is as much as five times
faster than that of the liquid. [4] Furthermore, it is assumed that both phases are in turbu-
lent flow condition in a smooth pipe.
The two-phase component of the pressure gradient due to friction is described by
-Dp = DPFO (3.26)
where acpFLo is the two-phase multiplier and DpFLo is the pressure drop due to friction if the
flow were all liquid.
The Martinelli-Nelson correlation gives the following approximation for the two-phase
multiplier
(2-n) (2-n)2 o = 1+(F2 1) [x 2 (1-x) 2 +x(2-n) (3.27)
where the Blasius exponent n and physical property parameter r 2 are defined by
log •LO)n - -Go (3.28)
log (ReGoýVgt--Lo)
r2 = (L (3.29)
and the coefficient B is defined in the following table.
TABLE 1. Values of B for smooth pipes
r G(kg/m2s) B
F 19.5 G 5 500 4.8
500 < G 5 1900 2400/G
G > 1900 55/G 0 .5
9.5 5 F 28 G 5 600 520/(rG .5)
G > 600 21/F
F 2 28 15000/( F2G.5)
Friedel has shown that this table gives reasonable agreement with an extensive data bank [4]
XLO is the friction factor when the total mixture flows as liquid
XGO is the friction factor when the total mixture flows as vapor
Re is the Reynold's number
9G is the dynamic viscosity of the vapor phase
19 isthe dynamic viscosity of the liquid phase
v is the specific volume
G is the mass velocity
Pressure Gradient due to Changes in the Elevation
Let the mixture density be p and e be the angle of the pipe to the horizontal line,
-Dpg = gpmsine (3.30)
Pm = apG + (1 -a)PL (3.31)
Pressure Gradient due to Changes in Momentum Flux
The following equation describes the pressure drop in the straight pipe due to the
change in momentum flux.
-DpM = G2 D(ve) (3.32)
where
- = 1 + - 1 [Bx(1- x) + x2] (3.33)
VL L
The derivative of ve can be expanded as
D(ve) [ Dp + [eDs (3.34)
Ds - D(q+F) _Dq DpFH (3.35)
T T T
where q is the heat transferred per unit mass and F is the frictional energy dissipation per
unit mass. If we assume that the frictional energy and heat transfer is negligible in an insu-
lated smooth pipe, the expression becomes
-Dpm = G2 P Dp = - Dp (3.36)
where Gc is the mass velocity at maximum flow condition (choked flow).
3.1.3 Kingston Unit 9 System Description
Kingston Unit 9 Feedwater Heater System
Kingston Unit 9 is a shell and tube heat exchanger in which the feedwater flows
through the tube and interacts with the steam extracted from the turbine. As the heat from
the extraction steam is transferred to the feedwater, some of it condenses and is collected
at the bottom of the heater. The level of the water in the heater is critical to the efficiency
of the heat transfer and must be controlled quite closely. If the level is too high, the feed-
water tubes are submerged and the heat transfer decreases significantly. If the level is too
low, the extraction steam in the shell could flow through the drain cooler and, because of
its high velocity, can damage the tubes in that area. Moreover, the drain pipe is sized to
handle fluid not steam, so it will not pass adequate flow if the steam were to enter instead
of water.
The level of the water in the shell is controlled by a control valve in the drain pipe. The
water from the heater can flow to two different places. In normal condition, it will be
passed to the next heater downstream where it is used to augment the temperature of the
feedwater before it reaches the current heater. In emergency condition, the water will be
passed through the emergency drain valve directly to the condenser of the main turbine.
This is not desirable since it is not as efficient.
The heater level is currently controlled by a simple PI controller. There are a couple of
system characteristics that can complicate the controller tuning. Ideally, the installed valve
characteristic of the drain would be linear over the load range of the plant and the optimum
controller gains would also be constant. However, this is not the case therefore the PI con-
troller needs different gains over the load range for optimum response. The inherent valve
characteristics should be selected to give the closest to liner response possible without any
tweaking in the control system. The sizing of the drain pipe can also affect the flow char-
acteristics quite significantly. These are the two factors which make it difficult to get a lin-
ear installed valve characteristic (flow rate versus valve lift over the load range of the plant
at actual differential pressure).
Hence, the current PI controller is tuned conservatively so that the stability is main-
tained as the system characteristics change over the load range of the plant. If the mechan-
ical system is well-designed, the performance is usually acceptable. The schematic of the
feedwater heater diagram is given in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: Kingston Unit 9 feedwater heater system schematic diagram
Kingston Unit 9 System Simulator
The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) Kingston Unit 9 simulator, constructed by
Foxboro and ESSCOR, inc., is primarily intended as a training device for engineers and
operators of Unit 9. The simulator teaches the trainees how to use the Foxboro I/A system
under a variety of plant conditions such as start-ups, shut-down, and emergency situations.
The simulator features an Instructor Station Package from which a supervisor can monitor
a trainee's performance. Since the simulator exposes a trainee to a wide variety of operat-
ing conditions and circumstances, the trainee may gather a lifetime of unit experience
before ever operating the actual unit.
Another use of the simulator which is concerned with our operation is to test the
effects of controls and/or plant modifications before implementing them on the actual unit
allowing tuning optimization and early detection of flaws.
We will now define the terms simulator, model, and controls. The simulator is a com-
plete combination of the Foxboro workstations, the master simulation computer loaded
with all model and controls software, the instructor station, and all associated peripheral
equipment. The model is the set of compiled and linked subroutines which simulates the
behavior of the Kingston Unit 9 plant. Controls refers to the set of Foxboro unit 9 control
compounds and downloaded onto the master simulation computer from the Foxboro
Applications Workstation.
1. Simulator Hardware
The control hardware portion of the simulator consists of three Foxboro consoles com-
prised of one Applications Workstation (AW) and two Workstation Processors (WPs). The
AW is the center console, flanked by the two WPs. Each workstation has a Sun Sparc LX
as its processor.
The "plant" portion of the simulator consists of two Sun Microsystems workstations (a
Sparc 20 and a Sparc 5). The Sparc 20 has two machine names, kingmaster and SCP001.
It has two names since it must communicate not only with the Foxboro AW (to which it is
recognized by SCP001) but also the Sparc 5 (by kingmaster). These two names may be
used interchageably throughout this document. Kingmaster is the simulator "master" com-
puter on which the simulator model runs; it passes information to Sparc 5, which serves as
the Instructor Station. The machine name of the Sparc 5 is kingis. Figure 3.7 shows a
hardware block diagram of the simulator hardware. Machine names are in parenthesis and
in bold.
SCP001(kingmaster) is connected to the Foxboro hardware through a Dual Node Bus
interface (DNBI), and through a serial cable. The DNBI handles all communication
between the CP and Foxboro controls, the serial cable passes CP "letterbug" information
to the Hardware Connections portion of the Instructor Station.
Figure 3.7: Simulator hardware block diagram
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2. Simulator Software
The two key software elements of the Kingston unit 9 simulator are SYSL and FSIM.
SYSL stands for System Simulation Language, and FSIM stands for Foxboro Simulation
Language. The major functions of each are described below.
The Kingston Unit 9 plant is modeled using the combination of model subroutines and
a SYSL input file. Each major plant sub-system (such as feedwater, air, fuel, etc.) is mod-
eled in a FORTRAN subroutine. The SYSL input file forms the "backbone" of the model
by declaring all model variables used, and by making calls to the model subroutines. The
steps required to make an executable model are translation, compilation, and linking.
When the model is translated, the SYSL input file is sorted so that the model subroutines
are called in proper order. The translation also converts the input file into compilable
FORTRAN source code. This source code is then compiled and linked with the model
subroutines, SYSL libraries, FSIM libraries, and engineering tool libraries. The result of
this step is an executable model file. When the model is run, SYSL loops through the
sorted list of model subroutines, updates variables accordingly, and increments the model
timer to the next time step. The rate at which this is "marching" forward occurs can be
controlled to make the model go faster or slower than the real (wall clock) time.
Ir nn I I
I
1)
The SYSL modeling approach uses a combination of ordinary variables and state vari-
ables. The ordinary variables are updated in the order in which they are called by the
sorted SYSL input file. For example, if model variable a calculated in subroutine A is a
function of model variable b calculated in subroutine B, SYSL will sort the input file such
that subroutine B is called before A. State variables on the other hand are considered con-
stant throughout the time step being calculated. These variables's derivatives are computed
in the various model subroutines, but the state variables will only be updated (i.e. inte-
grated) at the end of the time step, before proceeding to the next time step. The state vari-
able approach to the modeling allows the greatest amount of modeling fidelity with the
least consumption of computer processing time.
For the simulator to be useful, it must communicate with controls hardware in such a
manner as to make the controls think it is "seeing" the real plant. FSIM accomplishes this
task in two ways. First, running FSIM on the master simulation computer turns that com-
puter into a "Soft Compound Processor" (hence, the kingmaster is also named SCP001).
Second, FSIM provides the interface between the SYSL plant model and the controls soft-
ware. This is accomplished through the use of an I/O Cross-Reference Table, in which
controls compound:block.parameters are tied to SYSL model variables. Essentially, this
cross reference table replaces the I/O cabinet and associated Field Bus Module hardware
of a real plant installation. FSIM has a process called cio_cp, which synchronizes the con-
trols processing with model processing. Since the model and controls processing occur
simultaneously, this process ensures that the model and controls run in "lock-step".
3.1.4 Transient Response Data Acquisition
Closed-loop Tests From Kingston Unit 9 Plant
The purpose of conducting the field tests is to use the result to compare with the simu-
lator's model predictions. Heater #1 was subjected to level setpoint changes around the
nominal value of 8 inches with the magnitude of 1 inch or greater. Only the closed-loop
tests were conducted since the plant operators suggested that the heater emergency dump
valve might be triggered if the control loop were opened. Such condition will be undesir-
able since the actual plant efficiency will decrease and the level recorded will be the result
of the combined effect of the drain valve and the unmodelled emergency dump valve.
Eight signals from heater #1 were recorded. However, we are most concerned with the
heater #1 level and the heater #1 valve command. As we have mentioned earlier in the the-
sis, the level controller used in the feedwater heater at Kingston Unit 9 is proportional plus
integral type where both gains can be varied on-line. Three sets of gains were used in the
tests with [PB = 35 ; INT = 1.7] being the set which is commonly used.
TABLE 2. Kingston Unit 9 closed-loop response tests
Test Number Proportional Band Integral Time Setpoint Command (in)
1 35 1.7 8.0-9.0-8.0
2 25 1.7 8.0-9.0-8.0
3 18 1.7 8.0-9.0-8.0
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Closed-loop Tests From Kingston Unit 9 Simulator System
A number of similar transient response tests were also conducted on the plant simula-
tor to verify that the simulator model gives reasonably accurate predictions of Kingston
Unit 9 feedwater heater system. Throughout the tests, the same proportional plus integral
controller was used on the simulator. The gains were changed at the simulator's operator
station each time a new test was conducted. Table 3 described the conditions in which
each test was carried out.
TABLE 3. Simulator closed-loop response tests
Test Number Proportional Band Integral Time Setpoint Command (in)
1 35 1.7 8.0-9.0-8.0
2 25 1.7 8.0-9.0-8.0
3 18 1.7 8.0-9.0-8.0
Figure 3.11: Simulator closed-loop test 1
Conventional PI controller with PB = 35 and INT = 1.7
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Figure 3.12: Simulator closed-loop test 2
Conventional PI controller with PB = 25 and INT = 1.7
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Figure 3.13: Simulator closed-loop test 3
Conventional PI controller with PB = 18 and INT = 1.7
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3.1.5 Summary and Remarks
TABLE 4. Transient response results from Kingston Unit 9 plant
Test PB INT Setpoint Overshoot Settling Time
1 35 1.7 8.0-9.0-8.0 - 10% -40s
2 25 1.7 8.0-9.0-8.0 - 5% -30s
3 18 1.7 8.0-9.0-8.0 - 5% -25s
TABLE 5. Transient results from Kingston Unit 9 simulator
Test PB INT Setpoint Overshoot Settling Time
1 35 1.7 8.0-9.0-8.0 < 2% 48s
2 25 1.7 8.0-9.0-8.0 < 2% 37s
3 18 1.7 8.0-9.0-8.0 < 2% 28s
The tables above summarize the closed-loop transient response tests result for both the
actual feedwater heater system and the simulator. It is noted that due to the graphical
nature of the field information obtained from the actual system, only approximates of the
overshoot and the settling time can be realized. It is not uncommon that there is a subtle
difference in the overshoot characteristics since the simulator cannot capture all the pre-
vailing heater dynamics especially those of higher orders. However, the magnitude of the
settling time in both cases are quite similar.
The tests result states that we have the error interval of about 20 percents for the set-
tling time and slightly higher for the percent overshoot. With careful considerations, we
can then use the simulator as the test bed for our new controllers and assume that the tran-
sient response result will be within reasonable range of the actual system.
3.2 Controller Based on Feedback Linearization
3.2.1 Introduction
The problem considered here is the feedwater heater level control system. We develop
in this section a systematic dynamic model of the system so as to include the nonlinear
effects from the control valve and the pipe. In an existing power plant, the controller used
to regulate the water level in the feedwater heater is a PI controller. We introduce a new
nonlinear controller for the level regulation.
The performance of our nonlinear controllers is investigated and compared with the
conventional PI-controller. It is first shown that the nonlinear controller results in a stable
system. The simulation was first done assuming a single homogeneous phase model and
then the effect of the two phase flow downstream of the valve was included. The effects of
the system uncertainties were also examined. The simulation studies show that an order of
magnitude improvement in the settling time can be obtained using our nonlinear controller
while delivering uniformly better performance under a variety of operating conditions and
modeling uncertainties.
3.2.2 Problem Statement
Assumptions
1. The Dynamic Equation
The dynamic of the heater level can be represented in the simplest form as following,
A(h)A = Qo- Q(, AP) (3.37)
where Qo is the extraction flow rate, Q is the controlled flow rate, A(h) is the horizontal
cross-sectional area of the heater, R is the heater radius, and L is the heater length.
2. The Nonlinearities
Valve Nonlinearity
The relationship between the pressure drop and the flow rate is governed by the fol-
lowing equation.
APvalve = 3225.42 Q2  (3.38)
Cv
Pipe Nonlinearity
The pressure drop due to the turbulent flow through pipes can be described as fol-
lowed.
0.316 rtA10.25 L 2 (3.39)
pipe = 2A LODJLDJ
Heater Cross-sectional Area
The area of the heater in the horizontal plane is a function of the heater level, h.
A(h) = 2 22Rh-h2L (3.40)
The Control Flow Equation
API2 = APpipel + APvalve + APpipe2  (3.41)
where APpipel = 0- O16r .25 L 2 (3.42)
2A LtPD L [D pipel
APvalve = 3225.42 Q2 , (3.43)
Cv
=0"316 A°'25 L--2(3.43)
and APpipe2  016p[25 L2 (3.44)
pipe2
Based on the assumption that the pressure drop between heater 1 and heater 2 is a known
constant at any instant and continuity law, the flow rate as a function of the valve opening
can be obtained. The results at various pressure drops is then used to generate the data
map.
The Downstream Pressure Drop (Liquid-Vapor Phase)
-Dp = -DPF,•2FLO + gsin + G D(e) (3.45)
Vm
G2 2(V G - VL)
where G2D(ve) = - Dp + G2 (VG-L) QD(q + F) (3.46)
c (hG - h)
If the heat loss to the environment and the frictional energy dissipated are insignificant
then D(q+F) = 0.
2 gsin9
- DPFLo• FLO +
And -Dp = Vm (3.47)
G21-
Gc
(2-n) (2-n)
where 2 FLO = 1 +(2-1)Bx 2 (l-x) 2 + x(2-n) (3.48)
log ,(Lo
r J.GG n = Geo, B defined in Table 1, and x is the mass dryness fraction
3.2.3 The Linear PI Controller
3.2.3 The Linear PI Controller
Level Transmitter
Since the valve characteristic is nonlinear over the plant load range, the optimum con-
troller gains would not be constant. The relationship between the flow rate and the valve
opening is selected to give the closest to linear response. PI controller has to be tuned con-
servatively to cover the load range of the plant.
Determine the transfer function of the plant.
R(s) _ -KcGcGcvGm(t'is + 1)
H(s) (T•s)(rs + 1)(pAs) + KcGcGcvGm(Tis + 1)
Let KcGcGcvGm = C.
R(s) - CTiS + C (3.50)
H(s) pAtrics3 + pAris2 + Cris + C
Using ITAE criterion, Kc and ci can be found.
The gains found are only suitable sufficiently near the operating point. In order to cope
with the uncertainties, the gains are selected so as to maintain the system stability. Typical
proportional band is 35 and integral time is 1.7.
3.2.4 Controller Based on Feedback Linearization
~1
The dynamic model: A(h)t = Qo-Q(O, AP)
where A(h), Qo, and Q are the area, extraction flow, and drain valve flow, respectively.
Known Extraction Flow
By Choosing the control input as Q(e, AP) = Qo-A(h)v = Qo + (a)A(h)h + PA(h)Jhdt,
the equivalent dynamic equation is now h + ah + fOPhdt = o where h = h-hd and h = h.
That is h + ah + Pfhdt = 0
which implies that as t -4 -, h - 0 if a, p are strictly positive.
Unknown Extraction Flow
By Choosing the control input as Q(e, AP) = -A(h)v = (a)A(h)h + PA(h)fhdt
the equivalent dynamic equation is now h + ah + •jhdt = A where A(h) = 2L42Rh- hl
1. Constant Cross-sectional Area
Let cross-sectional area be A.
The dynamic equation is h + ah + pfhdt = A
By differentiating, h + ah + ph = 0
which implies that as t - , h - 0o if a, p are strictly positive.
2. Time-varying Cross-sectional Area
The cross-sectional area can be represented as A(h) = 2L 2R(h + hd) - (h + hd )2 .
The dynamic equation is now + ah + Pf hdt =
A(h)
. - -Q0 - 2Qo(R -h -hd)
A4L(2R(h + hd) - (h + hd )2
Let I Q(R-h-hd 3 = f(h), (3.52)
4L(2R(h + hd) -(h + hd )2)
and h+ [a+f(h)]h + h = 0. (3.53)
The expression, f(h), is strictly positive when R > (h + hd) or R > h which is the case for
this control problem. By choosing the appropriate a and strictly positive P, we now have a
closed loop system which guarantees that i - o as t -- o.
It can also be shown using Lyapunov theory.
x
For this system, the Lyapunov function is v = 1 2+ ydy = + Ix2
0
The minimum of this function is at x = o ; i = 0
The time-derivative of V is V = -(a + f(h))l 2 < 0
which can be thought of as representing the power dissipated in the system. By hypothe-
sis, V = o only if h = o implies that h = -ph which is nonzero as long as * 0o. Thus the
system cannot get "stuck" anywhere other than h = 0. Using the Local Invariant Set theo-
x
rem, the origin is proved to be a locally asymptotically stable point. Furthermore, fI3ydy is
0
unbounded as -l oo, and V is a radially unbounded function and the equilibrium point at
the origin is globally asymptotically stable according to the Global Invariant Set theorem.
The valve opening can be determined by incorporating the required flow rate into our
valve characteristic model. Assuming that the instantaneous pressure drop between heater
1 and 2 is known, the flow rate can now be represented by an n-polynomial function of
valve opening described below. The valve opening is obtained by solving the function.In
the simulation, we assumed that the nominal pressure drop between heater 1 and 2 is 300
psi. And the flow rate can be represented as a function of the valve opening as followed:
Q = aO5 + bO4 + c03 + dO + eO + f (3.54)
where a = 0.00000000468362
b = 0.00000058202359
c = 0.00001816170982
d = 0.00366774086313
e = 0.00447504781796
f = 0.01500049486870
In the case where the pressure drop is accessible on-line, the appropriate polynomial func-
tion can be developed to determine the valve opening accordingly.
The Plant Uncertainties
1. Pressure Drop
The pressure drop between heater 1 and heater 2 is dependent of the plant operating
condition. The pressure drop is used to determine the valve-pipe flow characteristic sur-
face (the flow rate at different valve opening and pressure drop). In the simulations, the
nominal pressure drop is 300psi.
2. Extraction Flow
The extraction flow is also dependent of the plant load. The nominal value is 0.4444
ftA3/s equivalent of the liquid.
3. Valve Flow Coefficient
The valve flow coefficient obtained experimentally is considered to be more accurate
and applicable to the plant than the data supplied by the manufacturer. This constitutes a
source of uncertainties in the valve model.
3.2.5 Simulation Results
Simulation Case#1: Exact Knowledge of the System
TABLE 6. Conventional PI-controller
Design Actual Design Actual
Proportional Integral Modeling Valve extraction extraction pressure pressure
gain (Kp) gain (Ki) error characteristic flow flow drop drop
100/35 (100/35)/ No. Linear 0.4444 0.4444 300 psi 300psi
(1.7*60) Approximation. ftA3/s ftA3/s
TABLE 7. Feedback linearizing P-controller
Design Actual Design Actual
proportional Modeling Valve extraction extraction pressure pressure
gain (alpha) error characteristic flow flow drop drop
0.1 No. 5th-order least 0.4444 0.4444 300 psi 300psi
square approxi- ftA3/s ftA3/s
mation.
TABLE 8. Feedback linearizing PI-controller
Integral Design Actual Design Actual
Proportional gain Modeling Valve extraction extraction pressure pressuregain (alpha) (beta) error characteristic flow flow drop drop
0.1 0.01 No. 5th-order least 0.4444 0.4444 300 psi 300psi
square approxi- ftA3/s ftA3/s
mation
Table of Results
Settling Time
Controller (seconds) Overshoot Steady-State Error
Conventional Pl-controller 207.17 Yes 0
Nonlinear P-controller 31.85 No 0
Nonlinear PI-controller 42.62 Yes 0
Conventional PI controller:
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Simulation Case#2: Unknown extraction flow rate.
TABLE 9. Conventional PI-controller
Design Actual Design Actual
Proportional Integral Modeling Valve extraction extraction pressure pressure
gain (Kp) gain (Ki) error characteristic flow flow drop drop
100/35 (100/35)/ No. Linear 0.0 11.5x0.4444 300 psi 300psi
(1.7*60) Approximation. ftA3/s ftA3/s
TABLE 10. Feedback linearizing P-controller
Design Actual Design Actual
proportional Modeling Valve extraction extraction pressure pressuregain (alpha) error characteristic flow flow drop drop
0.1 No. 5th-order least 0.0 11.5x0.4444 300 psi 300psi
square approxi- ftA3/s ftA3/s
mation.
TABLE 11. Feedback linearizing PI-controller
Integral Design Actual Design Actual
Proportional gain Modeling Valve extraction extraction pressure pressuregain (alpha) (beta) error characteristic flow flow drop drop
0.1 0.01 No. 5th-order least 0.0 11.5x0.4444 300 psi 300psi
square approxi- ftA3/s ftA3/s
mation
Table of Results
Settling Time
Controller (seconds) Overshoot Steady-State Error
Conventional PI-controller 930.31 Yes 0
Nonlinear P-controller N/A No Yes
Nonlinear PI-controller 62.26 Yes 0
Conventional PI controller:
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Simulation Case#3: With Model uncertainty
TABLE 12. Conventional PI-controller
Design Actual Design Actual
Proportional Integral Modeling Valve extraction extraction pressure pressure
gain (Kp) gain (Ki) error characteristic flow flow drop drop
100/35 (100/35)/ Yes. Linear 0.4444 0.4444 300 psi 300psi
(1.7*60) Approximation. ftA3/s ftA3/s
TABLE 13. Feedback linearizing P-controller
Design Actual Design Actual
proportional Modeling Valve extraction extraction pressure pressure
gain (alpha) error characteristic flow flow drop drop
0.1 Yes. 5th-order least 0.4444 0.4444 300 psi 300psi
square approxi- ftA3/s ftA3/s
mation.
TABLE 14. Feedback linearizing PI-controller
Integral Design Actual Design Actual
Proportional gain Modeling Valve extraction extraction pressure pressure
gain (alpha) (beta) error characteristic flow flow drop drop
0.1 0.01 Yes. 5th-order least 0.4444 0.4444 300 psi 300psi
square approxi- ftA3/s ftA3/s
mation
Table of Results
Settling Time
Controller (seconds) Overshoot Steady-State Error
Conventional PI-controller 193.89 No 0
Nonlinear P-controller 22.38 No Yes
Nonlinear PI-controller 41.36 Yes 0
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Simulation Case#4:
TABLE 15.
Unknown pressure drop.
Conventional PI-controller
Design Actual Design Actual
Proportional Integral Modeling Valve extraction extraction pressure pressure
gain (Kp) gain (Ki) error characteristic flow flow drop drop
100/35 (100/35)/ No. Linear 0.4444 0.4444 300 psi 1000psi
(1.7*60) Approximation. ftA3/s ftA3/s
TABLE 16. Feedback linearizing P-controller
Design Actual Design Actual
proportional Modeling Valve extraction extraction pressure pressure
gain (alpha) error characteristic flow flow drop drop
0.1 No. 5th-order least 0.4444 0.4444 300 psi 1000psi
square approxi- ftA3/s ftA3/s
mation.
TABLE 17. Feedback linearizing PI-controller
Integral Design Actual Design Actual
Proportional gain Modeling Valve extraction extraction pressure pressure
gain (alpha) (beta) error characteristic flow flow drop drop
0.1 0.01 No. 5th-order least 0.4444 0.4444 300 psi 1000psi
square approxi- ftA3/s ftA3/s
mation
Table of Results
Settling Time
Controller (seconds) Overshoot Steady-State Error
Conventional PI-controller 125.36 No 0
Nonlinear P-controller N/A No Yes
Nonlinear PI-controller 33.11 Yes 0
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Simulation Case#5: Unknown pressure drop, extraction flow. With
model uncertainty.
TABLE 18. Conventional PI-controller
Design Actual Design Actual
Proportional Integral Modeling Valve extraction extraction pressure pressure
gain (Kp) gain (Ki) error characteristic flow flow drop drop
100/35 (100/35)/ Yes. Linear 0.0 0.4444 300 psi 1000psi
(1.7*60) Approximation. ftA3/s ftA3/s
TABLE 19. Feedback linearizing P-controller
Design Actual Design Actual
proportional Modeling Valve extraction extraction pressure pressure
gain (alpha) error characteristic flow flow drop drop
0.1 Yes. 5th-order least 0.0 0.4444 300 psi 1000psi
square approxi- ftA3/s ftA3/s
mation.
TABLE 20. Feedback linearizing PI-controller
Integral Design Actual Design Actual
Proportional gain Modeling Valve extraction extraction pressure pressure
gain (alpha) (beta) error characteristic flow flow drop drop
0.1 0.01 Yes. 5th-order least 0.0 0.4444 300 psi 1000psi
square approxi- ftA3/s ftA3/s
mation
Table of Results
Settling Time
Controller (seconds) Overshoot Steady-State Error
Conventional PI-controller 392.98 Yes 0
Nonlinear P-controller N/A No Yes
Nonlinear PI-controller 30.69 Yes 0
Conventional PI controller:
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Simulation Case#6 [Using two phase flow model for the downstream sec-
tion of the pipe]: Unknown pressure drop, extraction flow. With model
uncertainty.
TABLE 21. Conventional PI-controller
Design Actual Design Actual
Proportional Integral Modeling Valve extraction extraction pressure pressure
gain (Kp) gain (Ki) error characteristic flow flow drop drop
100/35 (100/35)/ Yes. Linear 0.0 11.5*0.444 300 psi 1000psi
(1.7*60) Approximation. ftA3/s 4 ftA3/s
TABLE 22. Feedback linearizing P-controller
Design Actual Design Actual
proportional Modeling Valve extraction extraction pressure pressure
gain (alpha) error characteristic flow flow drop drop
0.1 Yes. 5th-order least 0.0 11.5*0.444 300 psi 1000psi
square approxi- ftA3/s 4 ftA3/s
mation.
TABLE 23. Feedback linearizing PI-controller
Integral Design Actual Design Actual
Proportional gain Modeling Valve extraction extraction pressure pressure
gain (alpha) (beta) error characteristic flow flow drop drop
0.1 0.01 Yes. 5th-order least 0.0 11.5*0.444 300 psi 1000psi
square approxi- ftA3/s 4 ftA3/s
mation
Table of Results
Settling Time
Controller (seconds) Percent Overshoot Steady-State Error
Conventional PI-controller 395.76 Yes 0
Nonlinear P-controller N/A No Yes
Nonlinear PI-controller 28.30 Yes 0
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Implementation Results on Kingston Unit 9 Simulator
The nonlinear controller was implemented on the Kingston Unit 9 simulator to verify
the performance in comparison with the conventional PI controller. The transient response
tests was carried out according to the condition prescribed in Table 24 and 25.
TABLE 24. Control parameters and setpoint changes for conventional PI controller
Proportional Band Integral Time Setpoint Command
0.50 0.01 9-8 and 7-8
TABLE 25. Control parameters and setpoint changes for nonlinear controller
Figure 3.14: Heater level response on Kingston Unit 9 simulator
The heater level dynamic response test using nonlinear controller and PI controller
100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900
time (s)0
Figure 3.15: Valve command signals
The control valve command signals using nonlinear controller and PI controller
100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900
time (s)
3.2.6 Summary and Remarks
The simulations were carried out for both the conventional PI-controller and our non-
linear controllers. The purpose of the simulations is to determine the characteristic of each
controller and its performance by changing the heater level set point from 0.90 ft. to 0.70
ft. Due to changing nature of the plant, the simulation also considered the effects of uncer-
tainties in the pressure drop between heater#1 and heater#2, the extraction flow and the
model. The uncertainty in the pressure drop was simulated by assuming no knowledge in
the pressure drop and designing the controllers based only on the nominal pressure drop.
The effect of the extraction flow uncertainty was included in a similar manner. The model-
ing uncertainty was introduced by using the manufacturers valve data to design the con-
trollers. The model using the experimental valve data was assumed to be the most perfect
model available for this system. The condition in which each simulation was done is sum-
marized in the preceding table.
In the conventional PI-controller, the proportional and integral gains were chosen
according to the dynamic response tests performed on the real plant. In feedback lineariz-
ing controllers, the gains are chosen such that the simulations give stable and feasible (no
valve saturations) responses.
The simulations in case#1 through case#5 were based on the assumption that the fluid
flow in the pipe and valve system is in liquid phase only. In case#l, we assumed perfect
information on the system (no model uncertainty, known extraction flow, and pressure
drop.). In case#2, the effects of unknown extraction flow are shown. In case#3, we consid-
ered the effect of the model uncertainty. Unknown pressure drop was assumed in case#4.
Then we combined the effects of model uncertainty with unknown extraction flow and
pressure drop in case#5.The simulation case#6 is similar to case#5 but includes the effect
of two-phase nature of the flow downstream of the control valve.
It is evident that nonlinear controller has an advantage over the linear PI controller.
Through the MATLAB simulations, the following conclusions are drawn.
*At least an order of magnitude decrease in settling time(2%) was obtained using
our nonlinear controllers.
*The zero steady-state error was maintained in the nonlinear PI-controller.
Further reduction in the settling time was obtained using the nonlinear P-controller but at
the expense of a non-zero steady-state error.
Earlier in this section, we have introduced two nonlinear controllers (P-controller, PI-
controller) to the feedwater heater control system. Feedback linearization guarantees the
stability of the system. The simulations were performed to compare the conventional PI-
controller with nonlinear P-controller, and nonlinear PI-controller. Among the plant uncer-
tainties that were considered in the simulations are extraction flow, pressure, and valve
flow coefficient. The simulation studies show that an order of magnitude improvement in
the settling time can be obtained using our nonlinear controller while delivering uniformly
better performance under a variety of operating conditions and modeling uncertainties.
The nonlinear P-controller gives zero steady-state error in the case where there is no
uncertainties in the model. When the uncertainties are introduced to the system, the P-con-
troller results in a steady state error. The conventional PI-controller works conservatively
but the performance is rapidly degraded when the system deviates from the designated
operating point. The nonlinear PI-controller has one significant advantage over the con-
ventional PI-controller in that the settling time is much smaller. Also it is robust to the
change in the operating condition since it uses the 5th-order least square approximation of
the drain flow rate as a function of pressure and valve opening which covers the entire
range of operations.
The effect of the two phase flow was also investigated in case#6. Due to the pressure
drop after the valve and high drain flow temperature, a fraction of the liquid vaporizes.
Subsequently, the pressure drop in the downstream section of the pipe increases. It is
clearly seen by comparing case#5 and case#6 that the increase in valve opening is required
to compensate for the flow of vapor which is much lower in density.
MATLAB simulations have shown that the nonlinear controller using feedback linear-
ization works based on the assumption that the system is properly modeled. The perfor-
mance of the nonlinear PI-controller relies on the accuracy of the drain flow rate model
and the availability of the information such as extraction flow and pressure drop. Small
deviations from the established system model can be compensated since the controller
structure is similar to PI-controller. But large departures from the system model may
require additional adaptive schemes which deals directly with those parameters.
Furthermore, the performance comparison between the existing linear PI controller
and our nonlinear controller is illustrated through the transient tests conducted on the sim-
ulator which is shown in Figure 3.14-3.15. In these tests, both controllers were subjected
to the same dynamic system and initial conditions. The drain valve in the simulator is
characterized by a nonlinear trim. It is clear from Figure 3.14 that our controller has better
settling time and percent overshoot. Our controller quickly achieved the reference level of
8 inches while the PI controller slowly approached the set point. The PI controller also has
significantly greater percent overshoot. Figure 3.15 shows that only a fraction of the drain
valve capacity was used in the case of PI controller as opposed to the other case. However,
these findings should not be too surprising since our nonlinear controller was designed to
incorporate both the nonlinearities in the control valve and the heater crossectional area
while the PI controller was tuned conservatively to preserve the stability of the system.
Both the simulations and transient tests suggest the use of our nonlinear controller in this
level control system which information on nonlinearities prevail.
3.3 Adaptive Controller Based on Nonlinear Parametri-
zation
3.3.1 Introduction
The problem considered here is again the feedwater heater level control system. We
develop in this section a systematic dynamic model of the system so as to include the non-
linear effects from the control valve and the pipe. In an existing power plant, the controller
used to regulate the water level in the feedwater heater is a conventional PI controller. Due
to inherent nonlinearities, the controller gains may not be optimally selected across the
operating range. Conservative gains are used to ensure stability of the system resulting in
poor controller performance. We introduce a new nonlinear parametrization controller for
the level regulation [1]. With this approach which tackles the nonlinear parametrization
directly, we are able to develop a stable nonlinear controller. In the simulations, the perfor-
mance of our nonlinear controller is investigated. It is confirmed through a series of simu-
lations that the nonlinear controller results in a stable system.
3.3.2 Problem Statement
Theoretical Development
The dynamic equation of the system can be described by a first order differential equa-
tion (Qo- Q) where Q is the drain flow rate. The drain flow rate is described by
the constitutive relation of the flow valve as Q -= 3225.p Jr where C,(O) is the1 flow
coefficient of the valve as a function of the valve opening. Let u - 3225.42() and3225.42p
we then have Q = uF'P.
The dynamic equation of the system is now dh 1
dt pA(h) QO pA(h)
In other words, h = xV(h)a + f(AP, h)u where y(h) pA(h) a = Q0 , and f(AP, h) -pA(h) pA(h)
Both a and AP are unknown parameters with known bounds. It is clear that a occurs lin-
early while AP are nonlinear in f(AP, h). The adaptation law for a can be obtained using
established method in adaptive control. However, the similar approach is not applicable in
the latter parameter. Due to the fact that f(AP, h)u is a convex and monotonically decreas-
ing function of AP when u is a positive quantity, a stable adaptation law can be estab-
lished. And it turns out that u is always positive since c,(e) 2o results in
u = L32c 2p 0. Figure 3.16 illustrates such characteristics of f(AP, h)
Figure 3.16: The plot off as a function of dP where h = 0. 70ft.
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3.3.3 Adaptive Controller Based on Nonlinear Parametrization
The dynamic equation can be written as h = va + (f - f)u + fu.
If ^u = -kes-DI(s)[h] + r-ua - Or u = (-kes-DI(s)[h]+r-ua -V&) is chosen,
then h + Dl(s)[h] = - ke s a r - u+(a- ) + (f- f)u where s + DI(s) = D(s) is a Hurwitz polyno-
mial defined in the reference model, es = D(s) jed] is a composite error which is a scalar
measure of the state error, andes = e - Esat(s).
Let the desired trajectory hm be chosen as the output of the reference model whose dynam-
ics is governed by the differential equation D(s)[hm ] = r.
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Since e, = D(s)[h - hm],
the error equation is then e, = - kes
- 
Ua + yr(a - &) + (f - f)u = - kEs - ua - Xay + (f -f)u
where a = a- a and f = f(AP, h).
The adaptation law for a can be obtained using the error model as a& = & = vesv. The
adaptation law for AP cannot be established in the same manner since it is nonlinear in f.
However, we assume that it can be written in the form of AP = AP = AAPE .
The commonly used Lyapunov function candidate :
V = (Es+ af'a a +APAPAP)
V = eSe, + r. a& + A•PAPAP, noting that - = e se
2V = - k + Es[- ua - V + (f - )u] + Es(0VIa) + EsWAP
-= - ke+ (f - h+ wAP - ua], where the tuning function ua = a(t)sat( .
V = - ke• +~s(f - )u + wAP - a(t)sat(
Three distinct cases are considered according to the sign and magnitude of E,,
ii.) es(t)<-E
iii.) e,(t ) > E
i.) If le,s I o, then e, = o and thus V = 0. Therefore the stability is assured for any
choices of w and ua(t).
ii.) If < 0 ,
To make v negative semi-definite, it is required that (f - )u + w(Ap - AP) + a(t)2 o . Since
f(AP, h)u is convex and monotonically decreasing in AP ,we have
(f - f)u _•tfU (AP-P).
=> w = fui
AP
iii.) If eS 0,
It is required that (f - f)u + w(AP - AP) - a(t) 0 to make V negative semi-definite. It is also
desired that the quantity a(t) be minimized. The solution for a(r) and w can be obtained by
solving the following optimization problem.
a(t) 2 (fmax 
- f)u + w(AP - APmin)
a(t) 2 (ffmin- f)u + w(AP - APmax)
The solution of the problem is the same as in
(fmax - f)u + w(AP - APmin) = (fmin - f)u + w(AP- APmax) .
fmax - fmin
APmax - APmin
=> a = (fmax f)u max in ((P-APmin)
max mn min
Hence, the laws for choosing the quantities a(t) and w are:
a= (fmaxf)u-( f max - (dP -APm) if E 2
['tmax in (ma ,- A) min) "; ifE,>
a= 0 ; otherwise
and
w = -sat es fmax - fminE APmax - APmin
w = -sat s pfu(Eap A~P
; if E_> 0
; otherwise
3.3.4 Simulation Results
Simulation Case #1: With Adaptation,
and Ts =20s
TABLE 26. Control Parameters
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Simulation Case #2: With Adaptation,
and Ts =10s
TABLE 27. Control Parameters
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Simulation Case #3: With Adaptation, Overpredicted Pressure Drop,
and Ts =5s
TABLE 28. Control Parameters
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Simulation Case #4: With Adaptation,
and Ts =20s
TABLE 29. Control Parameters
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Simulation Case #5: With Adaptation, Underpredicted Flow, and Ts
=20s
TABLE 30. Control Parameters
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Simulation Case #6: With Adaptation, Exact Knowledge of Pressure and
Flow
TABLE 31. Control Parameters
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Simulation Case #7: Without Adaptation, Sinusoid Model
TABLE 32. Control Parameters
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3.3.5 Summary and Remarks
In this Chapter we examine the performance of our adaptive controller which is based on
nonlinear parametrization through MATLAB simulations. In simulation case #1 through
#3, we study the effect of the time constant of the reference model on the performance of
the controller. While other controller parameters were held constant, the time constant was
reduced from 20s to 5s. We found that the controller can only respond to the model down
to 5s-time constant after which the tracking error in the initial period became high. We
realize at this point that we have reached a physical limitation of the control valve. The
control valve has a limit of the maximum flow it can pass given a certain pressure drop.
This is illustrated by the heater level response in simulation case #3 where the slope of the
level reached a maximum value which is still not sufficient to follow the reference model.
However, the controller was able to track the reference model as soon as the slope became
feasible. It is noted also that the change in parameter estimates is significant only in case
#3. This is typical of an adaptive controller when operated in absence of persistent excita-
tion.
Simulation case #4 shows the condition where the pressure drop across the control
valve is underpredicted. In this case, the control valve command is overvalued since the
controller is based on the knowledge that the pressure drop is equal to 40psi. The fact that
the heater level response stays below that of the reference model confirms this conclusion.
Simulation case #5 illustrates the opposite effect where the controller expects the extrac-
tion flow of 10lbs/s and therefore the control valve command is undervalued. This is again
confirmed by the heater level response that stays above the reference. Naturally, when the
knowledge of the pressure and the extraction flow is available to the controller, the heater
level follows the reference exactly as shown in case #6.
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We will now illustrate that the adaptation feature of the controller results in a better
performance in heater level control. In addition to the constant input, we modulate the
Sinusoid signal of small magnitude in the reference model. This is done to provide persis-
tent excitation condition for the adaptation. In simulation case #7, the adaptation was
turned off and the controller cannot follow the reference model quite exactly. The heater
level error exists and does not tend to zero. On the other hand, the adaptation was turned
on in case #8 in which the heater level follow the reference model exactly and the error
tends to zero. This is the merit of two additional degrees of freedom provided by the adap-
tive controller which helps in fine-tuning the control input.
In conclusion, the adaptive controller based on nonlinear parametrization has been
shown to perform well despite the absence of the knowledge on the pressure drop across
the valve and the extraction flow rate. The adaptation is a necessary and important feature
of the controller should an optimum performance is to be obtained.
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Chapter 4
Position Control in Magnetic Bearing System
4.1 Introduction
Magnetic Bearings are currently used in various applications such as machine tool spindle,
turbo machinery, robotic devices, and many other contact-free actuators. Such bearings
have been observed to be considerably superior to mechanical bearings in many of these
applications. Two important reasons for this are total elimination of the friction and the
active control nature of magnetic bearing. As early as 1842, Earnshaw introduced the con-
cept of levitating a spinning body using magnetic forces. He suggested that the stability of
the body cannot be achieved by means of passive permanent magnets alone but that at
least one of the three axes must be actively controlled. A suspended body makes no physi-
cal contacts with the magnetic bearings, thus resulting in extremely low friction. Not only
do the magnetic bearings have longer life cycle than the conventional bearings but also
there is no need for lubrication.
In many of these applications, disturbances and the dynamic changes due to varying
operating conditions and loads are present. The fact that the underlying electromagnetic
fields are highly nonlinear and open-loop unstable poses a challenging problem in
dynamic modeling, analysis, and control. As a result, controllers based on linearized
dynamic models may not be suitable for applications where high rotational speed during
the operation is desired. Yet another feature in magnetic bearings is the fact that the air
gap, which is an underlying physical parameter appears nonlinearly in the dynamic model.
Due to thermal expansion effects, there are uncertainties associated with this parameter.
The fact that dynamic models of magnetic bearings include nonlinear dynamics as well as
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nonlinear parametrization suggests that an adaptive controller is needed which employs
prior knowledge about these nonlinearities and uses an appropriate estimation scheme for
the unknown nonlinear parameters. We show in this section that such an adaptive control-
ler can be established which ensures that the system will behave in a stable manner and in
addition, leads to better performance.
4.2 Dynamic System Modeling
We focus on a specific system which employs magnetic bearings which is a magnetically-
levitated turbo pump [15]. The spinning motion of the rotor is induced by an electric
motor. There are two circular-shaped bearings used to control the horizontal motion of the
rotor. The thrust bearings are used to support the weight and vertical load of the rotor. We
will evaluate the performance of an adaptive controller in controlling the vertical motion
of the rotor.
If F, denotes the attractive force exerted by the upper bearing, Mu the magnetomotive
force generated by the magnetic flux, n the number of coils, g0 the air permeability, A the
pole face area, i, the coil current, h0 the nominal air gap, z the rotor position, using the
fact that the magnetic energy E, is given by
$u2
EU = (4.1)2Ca
where
C o (4.2)
a  2(ho - z)
and the relations
F = -u - u (4.3)az loA
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M - ) (4.4)U F0 goA
M u = ni (4.5)
we obtain that
F, n (4.6)
4(ho - z)2
Similarly, the expression for the lower bearing can be derived as follows:
2 2
F n 2 (4.7)
4(ho + z)2
Hence, the resultant magnetic force exerted by the thrust bearing system is
n
2H OAiu2 n 2 BoAit 22 (4.8)
4(ho - z) 4(ho+z)
This equation indicates that the magnetic force is highly nonlinear in both the rotor posi-
tion and coil current. Also, it shows that the parameter ho appears nonlinearly.
4.3 The Control Objective - Rotor Position Control
To actively position the rotor, a bias current i0 is applied to both upper and lower magnets
and an input u is to be determined by the control strategy. A bias current scheme consists
of choosing
iu = io + u (4.9)
i, = io-u (4.10)
One can rewrite Eq. (4.8) as
t- g = fl(ho, a, z) + f 2(ho, a, z)u + f 3(ho, a, z)u 2  (4.11)
where
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a = A (4.12)4M
2
fl (ho, a, z) = 4hzi0  2 zy(ho, z) (4.13)(ho - z)2(ho + z)
2a(ho2 + z2 ) i0f2(h,z) ai0o 2(ho, z) (4.14)(ho - z)2(ho + z)
f 3(ho, a, z) h zy(ho, z) (4.15)(ho - z)2(ho + z)2
The control objective is to track the rotor position with a stable second-order model as rep-
resented by the following differential equation.
Zm + Cl m + C2Zm = r (4.16)
4.4 Adaptive Controller Based on Nonlinear Parametri-
zation
By examining Eq. (4.11), it is apparent that the parameter ho occurs nonlinearly while a
occurs linearly. An examination of the functions f,, f 2u, and f 3u2 reveals their concavity/
convexity property and are summarized in Table 34. We will now show that the following
adaptive controller can be realized:
TABLE 34. Properties of fl, f2u, and f3u2 as a function of hi
Function Concavity/ Monotonic
Convexity Property
F1 = f, convex decreasing 0 < z < hmin
concave increasing -hmin < z < 0
F2 = f 2 u convex decreasing u >
concave increasing u<o
F3 = f 3 u2  convex decreasing 0 < z < hmi n
concave increasing -hmi n < z < 0
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Following the approach in Chapter 2, we choose the controller as
u -- {-kE-D 1(s)+r+ua(t)+g- l- 3u 2  (4.17)
f2
where E is the dead zone, c, and c2 are positive constants and
E = es-Esat(2) ; es = D(s)[ (Z-Zm)dt]
2D(s) = s +cls+c 2 ; DI(s) = c 1s+c 2
3
Ua(t) = -sat(2 Iai(t) (4.18)
i=1
Since a occurs linearly in fi, the adaptation laws can be established using the standard
method in adaptive control theory [11] as
S.2 u 2
1 = EsAI•Z0 ; 2 = E•A 2' 2i0 u ; 3 = EsA 3Y3Zu
where Ai are positive.
Since a appears in conjunction with three different functions, we need to generate
three distinct estimates, ai, i = 1, 2, 3 as above. Special treatment must be made to obtain
the adaptation law for parameter hi using the method outlined in Chapter 2. Since both a,
and i0 are positive quantities, it is sufficient to evaluate the property of each function in
absence of these information. The approach described in Chapter 2 allows us to establish
adaptation laws for hi as follows:
hl = Esw I ; h2 = EsW2 ; h3 = EsW3
Since the functions Fi are either convex or concave, ai and wi are chosen as follows:
a.) Fi is convex
If e_, 0;
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ai = sat(es/E) max Fi mx- -h 'm (h hmin)hmax min
F. -F.
wi(t) = -sat(Es/E)h 
i  m a x hi'"
max min
Otherwise;
b.) Fi is concave
If E, o0;
ai=
wFi I
wi(t ) = sat(es/)-h 1
a = -sat(es/E)max{Fi-
Fin hmax -F h m in
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(4.19)
(4.20)
a, = O
DFi
wi(t ) = -sat(es/E)-h
(4.21)
(4.22)
Otherwise;
(4.23)
(4.24)
F. -F.
wi(t) = -sat(Es/E) F "ax hmin
hmax - min
(4.25)
(4.26)
Parameters: Adaptive controller based on nonlinear parametrization
The adaptive controller defined by Eq. (4.17) - (4.26) guarantees the stability of the
magnetic bearing system. The control task is to levitate the rotor from the initial position
(200jim) which is the maximum available distance up to the equilibrium position (o0lm) by
following a second order reference model. Figure 4.1 shows that the controller achieves
excellent tracking accuracy when both system and model originate at z = 200jtm. The
steady state error is the result of the dead band which can be further reduced by decreasing
e. Figure 4.2 also reveals that the adaptation parameters hi and ai do not converge to their
actual values which is expected from an adaptive system without persistent excitation. We
found the controller to exhibit a similar performance for all initial positions of the rotor
and reference model output.
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Parameters Values Parameters Values
Initial Position 200gm ho 4e -4
Desired Position 0 n 133
c l  360000 A 7e -4
c2  1200 i0  0.50
k 5 M 2.2
TABLE 35.
Figure 4.1: Rotor position using adaptive controller based on nonlinear parametrization
where initial position = 200 microns
x 10-s
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Time (s)
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Figure 4.2: Adaptation errors using adaptive controller based on nonlinear parametriza-
tion where initial position = 200 microns
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Figure 4.3: Rotor position using adaptive controller based on nonlinear parametrization
where initial rotor position = 200 microns and initial reference position = 100 microns
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Time (s)
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Figure 4.4: Adaptation errors using adaptive controller based on nonlinear parametriza-
tion where initial rotor position = 200 microns and initial reference position = 100 microns
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4.5 Adaptive Controller Based on Linearized Dynamics
We will now apply the adaptive control approach based on linearized bearing dynamics to
the system in Eq. (4.11) [15]. In this approach, the nonlinear magnetic force represented in
Eq. (4.8) is approximated in the following manner:
F(u, z) = f(z - zi) + bzu (4.27)
f(z-zi) = a0 +al(z-Zi) (4.28)
where the coefficients ao and aI depend on (z-zi) and bz is a known constant. The objec-
tive is to track the second order model defined in Eq. (4.16). The control law is chosen as:
U = (Kz + Uad) (4.29)
where Kz is the full-state feedback component and Uad is an adaptive control signal used to
estimate and cancel f(z - z,) .
We define a two-dimensional moving sphere centered at Zm in state space of radius p
and assume that the system state is initially within the sphere. The full-state feedback term
is always part of the control signal while the adaptive component is used only when the
system trajectory lies outside the sphere as
Uad = -ao-al(z-zi) (4.30)
a = reTP[0, 1] (4.31)
a, = F(z-zi)eTP[O, 1]T (4.32)
with zi defined as the state which the system first penetrates the sphere and P is the matrix
that satisfies ATp + PAm = -I.
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Selected Parameters: Adaptive controller based on linearized dynamics
We simulated the behavior of the closed-loop system using such a controller and the
results are shown in Figure 4.5 to 4.8 for the parameter values shown in the Table 36. The
results from the simulations show that the controller is able to track the reference model
for small initial positions of the rotor. We note that the adaptation gains in this case are
rather high for the controller to successfully cancel f(z - zi). If these gains are reduced, we
observed that steady state error in the rotor position results. Also, we found that the perfor-
mance of the controller critically depends on the choice of bz . As the deviation in bz from
its nominal value increased, the settling time increased as well, and for values outside
[10.9, 80], the controller resulted in divergence. Finally, the simulation results shows that
when the initial position of the rotor exceeds half of the maximum available distance of
200gim, the controller once again leads to a divergent behavior. This is not surprising since
the assumption that the magnetic bearing force represented by Eq. (4.27) is only valid in
the region sufficiently closed to the equilibrium position. It should be noted that, in con-
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Parameters Values
Initial Rotor Position 120, 130g1m
Desired Rotor Position Ogm
Feedback Gains [-360000 -1200]
Adaptation Gains le13
p 0.5e - 9
a0  0
a1  0
bz (Nominal) 11.5A/N
TABLE 36.
trast, our proposed adaptive controller accomplishes stable tracking for all initial rotor
positions.
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Figure 4.5: Rotor position using adaptive controller based on linearized dynamics with zo
= 120 microns and bz = 11.5
The rotor position: actual - ; desired -- [Gammas = le13]
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Figure 4.6: Adaptation parameters using adaptive controller based on linearized dynamics
with to = 120 microns and bz = 11.5
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Figure 4.7: Rotor position using adaptive controller based on linearized dynamics with zo
= 130 microns and bz = 11.5
The rotor position: actual - ; desired -- [Gammas = 1 el 3]
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Figure 4.8: Adaptation parameters using adaptive controller based on linearized dynamics
with to = 130 microns and bz = 11.5
a0 [Gamma = le13]
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4.6 Adaptive Controller Based on Linear Parametriza-
tion
To further emphasize the necessity of nonlinear parametrization for the magnetic bearing
system, an adaptive controller using linear approximation of functions fi with respect to
the parameters h and a was used for comparison. We choose the control law as follows:
u = lJ{-kEs +r+ g- fl 3u2  (4.33)
f2
where ji are approximated at an operating point where hi = ho and ai = ao. Similarly, the
adaptation law for each function is established [2].
Figure 4.9 reveals that the controller performs satisfactorily up to about 9ms beyond
which the performance quickly degrades. This results from the unboundedness of the rotor
velocity (see Figure 4.10 which grows exponentially over time). The parameter estimates
were observed to be unbounded as well, suggesting that a nonlinear parametrization
approach is warranted in this problem.
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Figure 4.9: Rotor position using adaptive controller based on linear parametrization: zo =
10 microns
The rotor position: actual - ; desired -- [Tau = 0.1]
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Figure 4.10: Rotor velocity using adaptive controller based on linear parametrization: zo
= 10 microns
The rotor velocity: actual - ; desired -- [Tau = 0.1]
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Figure 4.11: Adaptation parameters using adaptive controller based on linear parametriza-
tion: zo = 10 microns
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Figure 4.12: Adaptation parameters using adaptive controller based on linear parametriza-
tion: zo = 10 microns
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Figure 4.13: Adaptation parameters using adaptive controller based on linear parametriza-
tion: zo = 10 microns
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4.7 Summary and Remarks
We have presented in this chapter a new adaptive algorithm that is capable of stable esti-
mation and control in dynamic systems which include nonlinear parametrization. It is
shown that this algorithm is useful in magnetic bearings which is another example of such
dynamic systems. In the case of magnetic bearings, the thrust force is a nonlinear function
of the air-gap and as a result leads to yet another nonlinear parametrization. The use of the
proposed algorithm results in better tracking error and allows a large excursion in the ini-
tial position of the rotor. In contrast, adaptive control based on either linearized dynamics
or linear parametrization is seen to lead to inaccurate tracking or to instabilities when the
magnitude of the initial rotor position becomes large. Given that complex dynamic sys-
tems have a strong likelihood of such nonlinear parametrization, control using the new
algorithm has the potential for leading to better performance in a number of applications.
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Appendix A : MATLAB Simulation Programs
Level Control in Feedwater Heater System
A.1 Controller Based on Feedback Linearization
A.1.1 Simulation Case#1
%%%%This PI.m file is used to integrate the func_9.m file.%%%%
%%%%This file also uses the modell.m file as an input. %%%%
global alpha beta xf Qc
alpha=100/35;
bela=(100/35)/(1.7*60);
t0=0;
11=1000;
x0=40.9 01;
xf=0.7;
1t,xl=ode23('func_9' .0,tf,x0);
n=size(x(:,.));
N=n(,l1);
theta=ones(N,1);
Q=ones(N,1);
for I= :N,
Q(I,I)=alpha*(x(I,l)-xf)+beta*x(1,2);
Qc=Q(Il);
theta(l.l)=fzero('model_',20);
end
Q=(0.00000000468362*theta.^5-0.00000058202359*thela.4-...
0.00001816170982*theta.^3+0.00366774086313*theta^2-...
0.00447504781796*theta+0.01500049486870);
%%%%QThis ection is used to find the settling time.%%%%
forl= 1:N,
itabs(x(Il)-x)< (0.02*xf)
(1, 1)
x(I,l)
else
xxxxxx = 9999999999
end
end
%%%%Finish finding the settling time%%%%
figure(l)
subplot(3,l.,), plot(t,x(:,1))
axis([O 1000 0.65 0.9])
grid
title('Conventional PI controller: Table 1')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('heater level (It)')
figure(2)
subplot(3,l,1), plot(t.theta)
axis([O 1000 11 141)
grid
title('Conventional PI controller: Table 1')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('valve opening (degree)')
figure(3)
subplot(3,1.l), plot(t,Q)
axis([0 1000 0.43 0.61)
grid
title('Conventional PI controller: Table I')
xlabel('time Is)')
ylabel('llow rate (ft^3/s)')
** ******** * * ******* ****** •* ********* ,*********
%%%%This func_9.m file serves as an input to the PI.m file.%%%%
function xdot=func_9(t,x)
global alpha beta xf Qc
%%%%the PI-controller algorithm returns theta%,%%%
Qc=alpha*(x(l)-xI)+beta*x(2);
theta=fzero('model_l',20);
%%%%the dynamic equation%%%%
xtract=0.4444;
area=2*sqrt(2*43.375/2/12*x(l)-x(l).^2)*25;
xdot(1)=l/area*(xtract-(0.000000()468362*thela^5-0.00000058202359*.
theta4-0.000(01816170982*theta.^3+0.00366774086313*theta.^...
2-0.00447504781796*theta+0.01500049486870));
xdot(2)=x(l)-xf;
%%q%%This model_l.m file contains the function to be evaluated%%%%
%%%%for zero at a particular flow rate and pressure and%%%%
%%%%returns the value of theta. [linear model, experimental, 300psi]%%%%
function Ifool=model(tihela)
global Qc
foo=(0.10030772006691 *theta-0.67798183834717)-Qc;
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%%%%This fblp.m file is used to integrate the funcl.m file.%%%%
%%%%This file also uses the model.m file as an input.%%%%
global alpha xf
alpha=0.1;
t0=0;
tf=100,
x0=0.9;
xf=0.7;
[txl=ode23('funcl',t0,f,xO);
n=size(x);
N=n(l.l);
thea=oues(N,1);
Q=ones(N,1);
for I = :N,
xtract=0.4444;
area=2*sqrt(2*43.375/2/12*x(,l 1)-x(I.1).^2)*25;
Q(I,1)=xtract+alpha*ara*(x(l,1)-xf);
Qc=Q(1,1);
theta(I,l)=fzero('model',20);
end
Q=(0.00000000468362*theta^5-.00000058202359*theta.A4-...
0.00001816170982*theta.^3+0.00366774086313*theta.2-...
0.00447504781796*theta+0.01500049486870);
%%%%This section is used to find the settling time.%%%%
more on
for I = I:N,
ifabs(x(I,l)-xf) < (0.02*xf)
x(I,l)
else
xxxxxx = 9999999999
end
end
more off
figure(l)
subplot(3,1,2), plot(tx)
axis([0 100 0.65 0.951)
grid
title('Feedback linearizing P-controller Table 2')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('heater level (ft)')
figure(2)
subplot(3,1,2), plot(tthela)
axis([0 100 11 291)
grid
title('Feedback linearizing P-controller: Table 2')
xlabel('dime (s)')
ylabel('valve opening (degree)')
figure(3)
subplot(3,,l2), plot(t,Q)
axis([O 100 0.35 2.51)
grid
title('Feedback linearizing P-controller Table 2')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('flow rate (ft^3/s)')
%%%%%bhis func_l.m file serves as an input to the blp.m file.%%%%
function xdot=func_l(t,x)
global alpha xf Qc
%%%%the P-controller algorithm returns theta%%%%
xtract=0.4444;
area=2*sqrt(2*43.375/2/12*x(l)-x(1).^2)*25;
Qc=xtract+alpha*area*(x(l)-xf);
theta=fzero('model',20);
%%%the dynamic equation%%%%
xdot(1)=l/area*(xtract-...(0.00000000468362*theta.S5-0.00000058202359*thea••-...
0.00001816170982*thet.^3+0.00366774086313*thela.2-...
0.00447504781796*tela+0.01500049486870));
%%%%This model.m file contains the function to be evaluated%%%%
%%%%for ze o at a particular flow rate and pressure and%%%%
%%%%returns the value of theta 15th-order model]%%%%
%%%%[Using the experimental data, 300psil%%%%
function [fool=model(theta)
global Qc
foo=0.1 *(0.00000000468362*theta^5-0.00000058202359*theaA4-...
0.00001816170982*thela^3+0.00366774086313*theta^2-...
0.00447504781796*thea+40.01500049486870)-Qc;
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%%%%This tbl.pi.m file is used to integrate the func_2.m file.%%%%
%%%%This file also uses the model.m file as an input.%%%%
global alpha beta xf Qc
alpha=0.1;
beta=001,
10=0;
tf=200;
x0=10.9 01;
xf=0.7;
It.x]=ode23('func_2",tO,tfxO);
n=size(x(:.l));
N=n(l,l);
theta-=ones(N.l);
Q=ones(N,l);
for l= I:N,
xtract=0.4444;
area=2*sqrt(2*43.375/2/12*x(l, )-x(I,1).^2)*25;
Q(I,1)=xtract+alpha*area*(x(l.lI)-xf)+beta*area*x(l,2);
Qc=Q(I,1);
theta(I,l)=fzero('model',20);
end
Q=(0.00000000468362*theta.5-0.00000058202359*dheta.4-...
0.00001816170982*theta.^3+0.003667740863131*teta.A2-...
0.00447504781796*theta+0.01500049486870);
%%%%This section is used to find the setling time.%%%%
more on
forl I:N,
ifabs(x(l, 1)-xf) < (0.02*x)
t(1,1)
x(l,I)
else
xxxxxx = 9999999999
end
end
more off
figure(l)
subplot(3,1,3), plot(tx(:,l))
axis(10 20M 0.59 0.911)
grid
title('Feedback linearizing PI-controller Table 3')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('heater level (ft)')
figure(2)
subplot(3,1,3), plot(t,theta)
axis([0 200 7 291)
grid
title('Feedbak linearizing PI-controlle. Table 3')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('valve opening (degree)')
figure(3)
subplot(3,1,3). plot(t,Q)
axis(10 200 0 2.11)
grid
title('Feedback linearizing Pl-controller. Table 3')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('flow rate (ft^3/s)')
%%%%This func_2.m file serves as an input to the fblpi.m file.%%%%
function xdot=fune2(tx)
global alpha beta xf Qc
%%%%ahe PI-controller algorithm returns thetla%%%
xtract=0.4444;
area=2*sqrt(2*43.375/2/12*x(l)-x(l).^2)*25;
Qc=xtract+alpha*area*(x(1)-xf)+beta*area*x(2);
theta=fzero('model',20);
%%%%the dynamic equaion%%u%%
xdot(l)=1/area*(xtract-...
(0.00000000468362*theta.^5-0.00000058202359*theta.4-...
0.00001816170982*theta.^3+0.00366774086313*theta.^2-..
0.00447504781796*tbeta+0.01500049486870));
xdot(2)=x(l)-xf;
%%%%This model.m file contains the function to be evaluated%%%%
%%%%for zero at a particular flow rate and pressure and%%%%
%%%%returns the value of theta. 15th-order model]%%%%
%%%%[Using the experimental data, 300psi1%%%%
function Ifoo)=model(theta)
global Qc
foo=0.1*(0.00000000468362*theta^5-0.00000058202359*theta4-...
0.00001816170982*theta^3+0.00366774086313*theta^2-...
0.00447504781796*thea+0.01500049486870)-Qc;
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A.1.2 Simulation Case#2
%%%%This Pl_.m file is used to integrate the func_13.m file.%%%%
%%%%This file also uses the model_.nm file as an input%%%%
global alpha beta xf Qc
alpha=100/35;
beta=(100/35)/(1.7*60);
10=0;
tf=2000;
x0=[0.901;
xf=0.7;
It,x)=ode23( 'func_l 3',t0,tf,xO);
n=size(x(:,l));
N=n(l,l);
theta=ones(N,1);Q=ones(N,1);
for = I:N,
Q(I, I)=alpha*(x(I, I)-xf)+bela*x(I,2);
Qc=Q(I,1);
theta(I,l)=fzero( 'model_',20);
end
Q=(0.00000000468362*then^5-0.00000058202359*theta.^4-...
0.00001816170982*1heta.^3+0.00366774086313*tbeta^2-...
0.00447504781796*theta+0.01500049486870);
%%%%This section is used to find the setling time.%%%%
more on
forI= 1:N,
ifabs(x(l,l)-xf) < (0.02*xf)
10,1)
x(II)
else
xxxxxx= 9999999999
end
end
more off
%%%%Finish finding the settling time%%%%
figure(l)
subplot(3,1.1), plot(tx(:,l))
axis([0 1000 0 2.1])
grid
title('Conventional PI controller: Table 4')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('heater level (ft)')
figure(2)
subplot(3,1,1), plot(t,theta)
%axis([0 1000 1114])
grid
title('Conventional PI controller: Table 4')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('valve opening (degree)')
figure(3)
subplot(3,1,1), plot(t,Q)
%axis([0 1000 0.43 0.61)
grid
title('Conventional PI controller: Table 4')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('llow rate (ft^3/s)')
%%%%This func_13.m file serves as an input to the PI_l.m file.%%%%
function xdot=func_13(tx)
global alpha beta xf Qc
%%%%the PI-controller algorithm returns theta%%%%
Qc-alpha*(x(l)-xf)+beta*x(2);
tbeta=fzero('model_1',20);
%%%%the dynamic equation%%%%
xtract=11.5*0.4444;
area=2*sqrt(2*43.375/2/1l2*-x1)-x().^2)25;
xdot(l)=l/area*(xtract-(0.00000000468362*thea^5-0.00000058202359*...
theta.^4-0.00001816170982*heta ^3+0.00366774086313*theta.^...
2-0.00447504781796*theta+0.01500049486870));
xdot(2)=x(l)-xf;
%%%%This model_l.m file contains the fmsction to be evaluated%%%%
%%%%for zero at a particular flow rate and pressure and%%%%
%%%%returns the value of theta [linear modeL experimental, 300psil%%%%
function [fool]=modell (theta)
global Qc
foo=(0.1003077200669 l*tbeta-0.67798183834717)-Qc;
%%%%This fblp_0.m file is used to integrate the func_4.m file.%%%%
%%%%This file also uses the model.m file as an input.%%%%
global alpha xf
alpha=0.1;
10=0;
tf=100;
x0=0.9;
xf=0.7;
[Lx]=ode23('func_4',tO,t,xO);
n=size(x);
N=n(l,1);
theta=ones(N,1);
Q=ones(N,.);
forl= I:N,
xtract=0.;
area=2*sqrt(2*43.375/2/12*x(I,1)-x(,1l).^2)*25;
Q(I,1)=xtract+alpha*area*(x(I.)-xf);
Qc=Q(I,1);
theta(l,l)=fzero('modcl',50);
end
Q=(0.0000000468362*theta^5-O.00000058202359*theta.^4-...
0.00001816170982*theta.^3+0.00366774086313*theta.^2-...
0.00447504781796*theta+0.01500049486870);
%%%%This ection is used to find the settling time.%%%%
more on
for I : IN,
ifabs(x(I. )-xf) < (0.02*xf)
t(1,1)
x(l,l)
else
xxxxxx = 9999999999
end
end
more off
%%%,%Finish finding the settling time%%%%
figure(l)
subplot(3,1,2), plot(t,x)
axis(j0 1000.85 1.351)
grid
tide('Feedback linearizing P-controller Table 5')
xlabel('timne (s)')
ylabel('heater level (ft)')
figure(2)
subplot(31.2), plot(ttheta)
axis([0 100 20.5 60.51)
grid
title('Feedback linearizing P-controller. Table 5')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('valve opening (degree)')
figure(3)
subplot(3,1,2), plot(t.Q)
axis(lO 1001 5.951)
grid
title('Feedback linearizing P-controller: Table 5')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('flow rate (ft^3/s)')
%%%%'This func_.m file serves as an input to the fbl_p 0.m file.%%%%
function xdot=func_4(t,x)
global alpha xf Qc
%%%%tthe P-controller algorithm returns theta%%%%
xtract=0;
arca=2*sqrt(2*43.375/2/12*x(1)-x(1).A2)*25;
Qc=xtract+alpha*area*(x( )-xf);
theta=fzero('model',50);
%9%%%the dynamic equation%%%%
xtract=11.5*0.4444;
xdot(l)=l/area*(xract-...
(0.00000000468362*theta.^5-0.00000058202359*theta.A4-..
0.00001816170982*theta.^3+0.00366774086313*theta^2-...
0.00447504781796*theta+0.01500049486870));
%%%-%This model.m file contains the function to be evaluated%%%%
%%%%for zero at a particular flow rate and pressure and%%%%
%%%%returns the value of theta [5th-order model]%%%%
%%%%[Using the experimental data, 300psil%%%%
function Ifool=model(thela)
global Qc
foo=0.1*(0.00000000468362*theta^5-0.00000058202359*theta A4-...
0.00001816170982*theta^3+0.00366774086313*theta^2-...
0.00447504781796*theta+0.01500049486870)-Qc;
*t************* ***********************************
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%%%%This fbl.pi 0.m file is used to integrate the func_3.m file.%%%%
%%%%This file also uses the model.m file as an input.%%%%
global alpha beta xf Qc
alpha=0. ;
beta=0.01;
t0=0;
tf=10,
xO=[0.9 01;
xf=0.7;
[t,x)=ode23('func_3',t0,tf,xO);
n=size(x(:,l));
N=n(l,l);
theta=ones(N,I);
Q=ones(N,I);
for I = I:N,
xtract=0.0,
area=2*sqrt(2*43.375/2/12*x(, 1)-x(I,I).^2)*25;
Q(,I)=-xtract+alpha*area*(x(l,1)-xf)+beta*rea*x(,2);
Qc=Q(I,1);
thela(l,I)=fzero('model',80);
end
Q=(0.00000000468362*theta5-0.00000058202359*theta.^4-...
0.00001816170982*theta.^3+0.00366774086313*theta^2-...
0.00447504781796*theta+0.01500049486870);
%%%%This section is used to find the settling time.%%%%
more on
for I= I:N,
ifabs(x(l,l)-xf) < (0.02*xf)
t(1,l)
x(l,l)
else
xxxxxx = 9999999999
end
end
more off
%%%%Finish finding the settling time%%%%
figure(l)
subplot(3,1,3), plot(t,x(:,))
title('Feedback linearizing Pl-controller: Table 6')
axis(I0 1000.61 1.11])
grid
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('heater level (ft)')
figure(2)
subplot(3,1,3), plot(t,theta)
%axis([0 100 8 28])
grid
title('Feedback linearizing PI-controller. Table 6')
xlabel('tinme (s)')
ylabel('valve opening (degree)')
figure(3)
subplot(3,1,3), plot(t,Q)
axis([0 100 0 8])
grid
title('Feedback linearizing Pl-controllr: Table 6')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('flow rate (ft"3/s)')
**************************************************************
%%%%This func_3.m file serves as an input to the blpiLO.m file.%%%%
function xdot=func_3(t,x)
global alpha beta xf Qc
%%%%the PI-controller algorithm returns theta%%%%
xtract=O.;
area=2*sqrt(2*43.375/2/12*x(1)-x(l).^2)*25;
Qc=xtract+alpha*ara*(x(l)-xf)+bea*area*x(2);
theta=fzero('model',80);
%%%%the dynamic equation%%%%
xtract=11.5*0.4444;
xdot(1)=I/area*(xtract-...
(0.00000000468362*teta.^5-0.00000058202359*thea^4-...
0.00001816170982*theta.^3+0.00366774086313*theta^2-...
0.00447504781796*theta+0.01500049486870));
xdot(2)=x(l)-xf;
%%%%%This model.m file contains the function to be evaluated%.%%%
%%%%for zero at a particular flow rate and pressure and%%%%
%%%%returns the value of theta. [5th-order model]%%%%
%%%%[Using the experimental data, 300psi]%%%%
function [fool=model(theta)
global Qc
foo=0.1*(0.00000000468362*letaa5-0.00000058202359*theta^4-...
0.00001816170982*theta^3+0.00366774086313*theta^2-...
0.00447504781796*theta+0.01500049486870)-Qc;
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A.1.3 Simulation Case#3
%%%%lhis Pl_l.m file is used to integrate the func_14.m file.%%%%
%%%%This file also uses the model_2.m file as an inpuL%%%%
global alpha beta xf Qc
alpha=100/35;
beta=(100/35)/(1.7*60);
10=0;
tf=1000;
x0=(0.9 01;
xf=0.7;
[txl=ode23('func_.14',0,tf,xO);
n=size(x(:, ));
N=n(l,l);
theta=ones(N,I);
Q=ones(N,1);
for I=l:N,
Q(I.1)=alpha*(x(l.,)-xf)+beta*x(1,2);
Qc=Q(t,1);
theta(l,1)=fzero('model_2',20);
end
Q=(0.00000000468362*thela.^5-0.00000058202359*theta.^4-...
0.00001816170982*theta.A^30.00366774086313*theta.2-...
0.00447504781796*theta+0.01500049486870);
%%%%This section is used to find the settling time.%%%%
more on
for I = I:N,
ifabs(x(l,t)-xf) < (0.02*xf)
t(1,1)W1,1)
x(I,I)
else
xxxxxx = 9999999999
end
end
more off
%%%%Finish finding the settling time%%%%
figure(l)
subplot(3,1,1), plot(lx(:,l))
axis(10 1000 0.61 0.991)
grid
title('Conventional Pl controller: Table 7')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('heater level (ft)')
figure(2)
subplot(3,l,1), plot(t,theta)
axis(0O 1000 11 141)
grid
title('Conventional PI controller: Table 7')
xlabel( time (s)')
ylabel('valve opening (degree)')
figure(3)
subplot(3.1,1), plot(t,Q)
axis(l0 1000 0.43 0.61)
grid
title('Conventional PI controller: Table 7')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('flow rate (ft^3/s)')
%%%%This func_14.m file serves as an input to the Ptl2.m file.%%%%
function xdotlfunc_14(l,x)
global alpha beta xf Qc
%%%%the PI-controller algorithm returns theta4%%%%
Qc-alpha*(x(l)-xf)+beta*x(2);
theta=fzero('model_2',20);
;%%%4%the dynamic equation%%%%
xtract=0.4444;
area=2*sqrt(2*43.375/2/12*x(1)-x(1).^2)*25;
xdot(l)=1/area*(xtract-(00. 00468362*theta.^5-0.00000058202359*
theta.4-0.00001816170982*theta^3+0.00366774086313*theta.^...
2-0.00447504781796*thela+0.01500049486870));
xdot(2)=x(l)-xf;
%%%%This model_2.m file contains the function to be evaluated%%%%
%%%%for zero at a particular flow rate and pressure and%%%%
%%%%returns the value of theta (linear model Man, 300psim%%%%
function Ifooj=model_2(theta)
global Qc
foo=(0.09062981695704*theta-0.66225439803445)-Qc;
***************************************************
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%%%%This fblt_l.m file is used to integrate the func_5.m file.%%%%
%%%%This file also uses the model0.m file as an input.%%%%
global alpha xf
alpha=0.1;
t(00;
tf=100;
x0=0.9;
xf=0.7;
[Lx]=ode23('func_5'.D,tO,lx0);
n=size(x);
N=n(I,l);
theta=ones(N,I);
Q=ones(N.1);
for I= :N,
xtract=0.4444;
area=2*sqrt(2*43.375/2/12*x(l,1)-x(I,1).^2)*25;
Q(I,1)=xtract+alpha*area*(x(I,1)-xf);
Qc=Q(1,1);
theta(I,1)=fzero( 'model0',20);
end
Q=(0.00000000468362*theta5-0.00000058202359 *..
theta.4-0.00001816170982*theta^3+0.00366774086313*theta.^...
2-0.00447504781796
*
theta+0.01500049486870);
%%%%This section is used to find the settling time.%%%%
more on
forl= I:N,
ifabs(x(l,)-xf) < (0.02*xf)
10.,1)
x(l,l)
else
xxxxxx= 9999999999
end
end
more off
%%%%Finish finding the settling time%%%%
figure(l)
subplot(3,1,2), plot(t,x)
axis([O 100 0.65 0.95])
grid
title('Feedback linearizing P-controler. Table 8')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('heater level (ft)')
figure(2)
subplot(3,1,2), plot(t,heta)
axis(I0 100 9 311)
grid
title('Feedback linearizing P-controller. Table 8')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('valve opening (degree)')
figure(3)
subplot(3,1,2), plot(tQ)
axis([o 100 0.1 2.51)
grid
title('Feedback linearizing P-controller Table 8')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('flow rate (ft03/s)')
***************************************************************
%%%%%This func_5.m file serves as an input to the fblp_l.m file.%%%%
function xdot=func_5(tx)
global alpha xf Qc
%%%%the P-controller algorithm returns theta%%%%
xtract=0.4444;
area=2*sqrt(2*43.375/2/12*x(1)-x(1).^2)*25;
Qc=xtract+alpha*area*(x(l)-xf);
theta=fzero('model0'.20);
%%%%the dynamic equation%%%%
xdot(I)=l/area*(xlract-...
(0.00000000468362*theta.^5-0.00000058202359*...
theta.4-0.00001816170982*theta.3+0.00366774086313*theta.^..
2-0.00447504781796*theta0.01500049486870));
%%%%This modelO.m file contains the function to be evaluated%%%%
%%%%for zero at a particular flow rate and pressure and%%%%
% %%returns the value of theta 15th-order model, manufacturer's]%%%%
%%%%9At 300psi.%%%%
function [fool=modeLO(theta)
global Qc
foo=(0.00000000533730*theta^5-0.00000079813121 *theta4+...
0.00000662324144*theta^3+0.00259478501535*theta^2+...
0.00045531029014*theta+0.01186735930655)-Qc;
************************** ************** ***********
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%%%%This lblpi_l.m file is used to integrate the func_7.m file.%%%%
%%%%This file also uses the model_0.m file as an inpuL%%%%
global alpha beta xf Qc
alpha=0. 1;
beta=0.01;
tf=10;,
xO=(0.9 01;
xf=0.7:
[t,x]=ode23('func_7',tO,tf.xO);
n=--size(x(:,l));
N=n(l,l);
thela=ones(N, I);
Q=ones(N, 1);
for I = I:N,
xtract=0.4444;
area=2*sqrt(2*43.375/2/12 *x(l,1)-x(I.1).^2)*25;
Q(I,1)=xtract+alpha*area*(x(lI.)-xf)+beta*area*x(1,2);
Qc=--Q(I,);
thela(i,l)=fzcro('model_0',20);
end
Q=(0.00000000468362*thea.5-0.0000058202359*...
theta.^4-0.00001816170982*theta.^3+0.00366774086313*theta...
2-0.00447504781796*theta+0.01500049486870);
%L%%This section is used to find the settling time.%%%%
more on
forl= Il:N,
ifabs(x(l, I)-xf) < (0.02*xf)
1(1, 1)
x(l,l)
else
xxxxxx= 9999999999
end
end
more off
%%%%Finish finding the settling timere%%%
figure(l)
subplot(3,1,3). plot(t,x(:,l))
axis([0 100 0.61 0.91])
grid
title('Feedback linearizing Pl-controller: Table 9')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('heater level (ft)')
figure(2)
subplot(3,1,3), plot(ttheta)
axis([0 100 5 321)
grid
title('Feedback linearizing Pl-controller Table 9')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('valve opening (degree)')
figure(3)
subplot(3,1,3), plot(tQ)
axis(10 100 0.1 2.51)
grid
title('Feedback linearizing PI-controller: Table 9')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('flow rate (ft^3/s)')
%%'%%This func_7.m file serves as an input to the tbhlpi_l.m file.%%%%
function xdot=func_7(tx)
global alpha beta xf Qc
%%%%the PI-controller algorithm returns theta%%%%
xtract=0.4444;
area=2*sqrt(2*43.375/2/12*x(l)-x(1).^2)*25;
Qc=xtract+alpha*area*(x(1)-xl)+beta*area*x(2);
tbeta=fzero('model_O',20);
%%%%the dynamic equation%%%%
xdot(l)=l/area*(xtract-...
(0.00000000468362*theta.^5-0.00000058202359*...
theta^4-0.00001816170982*theta.^3+0.00366774086313*theta.^.
2-0.00447504781796*thea+0O.01500049486870));
xdot(2)=x(l)-xf;
%%%%This model_0.m file contains the function to be evaluated%%%%
%%%%for zero at a particular flow rate and pressure and%%%%
%%%%returns the value of theta [5th-order model, manufacturer'sj%%%%
%%%%At 300psi.%%%%
function [fool=model_0(thela)
global Qc
foo=(0.00000000533730*thea^5-0.00000079813121*theta'4+...
0.00000662324144*theta^3+0.00259478501535*theta^2+...
0.00045531029014*theta+0.01 186735930655)-Qc;
***************************************************************
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A.1.4 Simulation Case#4
%%%%This PL3.m file is used to integrate the func 15.m file.%%%%
%%%%This file also uses the model.m file as an input.%%%%
global alpha beta xf Qc
alpha=100/35;
beta=(l100/35)/(1.7*60);
to=0;
tf=1000;
x0=0.9 01;
xf=0.7;
[t,xl=ode23('func_15',tO,tf,x0);
n=size(x(:,l));
N=n(l,I);
tbeta=ones(N,l);
Q=ones(N,l);
for l = :N,
Q(I,1)=alpba*(x(I,l)-xf)+bela*x(I,2);
Qc=Q(I,1);
theta(l,l)=fzcro('model',20);
end
Q=(0.00000000781871 thea.^5-0.00000099606931 *theta.^4-...
0.00002536546426*theta.^3+0.00583612263799*theta.^2-...
0.00658991522416*theta+0.02412600207374);
%%%%This section is used to find the settling time.%%%%
more on
for I = i:N,
ifabs(x(Ll)-xf)< (0.02*xf)
t(I,1)
x(l,l)
else
xxxxxx = 9999999999
end
end
more off
%%%%Finish finding the settling time%%%%9
figure(l)
subplot(3,11), plot(tx(:,l))
axis(f0 1000 0.65 0.91)
grid
title('Conventional PI controller: Table 10')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('heater level (ft)')
figure(2)
subplot(3,1,1), plot(t,theta)
axis([0 1000 8 131)
grid
tlile('Conventional PI controller Table 10')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('valve opening (degree)')
figure(3)
subplot(3,1,1), plot(tQ)
axis([O 1000 0.43 0.771)
grid
title('Conventional PI controller Table 10')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('flow rate (ft^3/s)')
%%%%IThis func._15.m file serves as an input to the P_3.m file.%%%%
function xdot=func_.l5(tx)
global alpha beta xf Qc
%%%%the PI-controfler algorithm returns theta%%%%
Qc--alpha*(x(l)-xf)+beta*x(2);
theta=fzero('modeLl',20);
%%%%the dynamic equation%%%%
xtract=0.4444;
area=2*sqrt(2*43.375/2/12*x(I)-x(1).^2)*25;
xdot(1)=l/area*(xtract-...
(0.0000000078187*thela.^5-0.0000000099606931*theta4-...
0.00002536546426*theta.^3+0.00583612263799*thela.2-...
0.00658991522416*theta+0.02412600207374));
xdot(2)=x(1)-xf;
%%%%This model_l.m file contains the function to be evaluated%%%%
%%%%for zero at a particular flow rate and pressure and%%%%
%%%%returns the value of theta [linear model, experimental, 300psi]%%%%
function [fool=model(_theta)
global Qc
foo=(0.10030772006691*theta-0.67798183834717)-Qc;
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%%%%This fblp_2.m file is used to integrate the func 6.m file.%%%%
%%%%This file also uses the model.m file as an input.%%%%
global alpha xf
alpha=0.l;
tO=0;
tf=1000;
xO=0.9;
xf=0.7;
[t,xl=ode23('func_6',tO,if,xO);
n=size(x);
N=n(l,l);
theta-ones(N,I);
Q=ones(N,.);
for I= :N,
xtract=0.4444;
area=2*sqrt(2*43.375/2/12*x(l, l)-x(l,l).^2)*25;
Q(I,1)=xtract+alpha*area*(x(l,l)-xf);
Qc=Q(I,1);
theta(l.1)=fzero('model',30);
end
Q=(0.00000000781871 *thela.^5-0.00000099606931 *theta.^4-...
0.0002536546426*theta. 3+0 00583612263799*theta.2-..
0.00658991522416*theta+0.02412600207374);
%%%%This section is used to find the settling time.%%%%
more on
for I : N,
ifabs(x(l,l)-xf) < (0.02*xt)
t(l,l)
else
xxxxxx = 9999999999
end
end
more off
%%%%Finish finding the settling time%%%%
figure(l)
subplot(3,1,2), plot(t,x)
axis(q0 1 0 0.62 0.911)
grid
title('Feedback linearizing P-controller. Table 11')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('heater level (ft)')
figure(2)
subplot(3,1,2), plot(t,theta)
axis([0 100 7 301)
grid
title('Feedback linearizing P-controller. Table 11')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('valve opening (degree)')
figure(3)
subplot(3,1,2), plot(t,Q)
axis([0 1 0 0.2 3.51)
grid
title('Feedback linearizing P-controller Table 1 ')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel(flow rate (ft^31s)')
***************************************************************
%%%%This func_6.m file serves as an input to the fbl_p_2.m file.%%%%
function xdot=func_6(tx)
global lpha xf Qc
%%%%the P-controller algorithm returns theta%%a%%
xact=0.4444;
area=2*sqrt(2*43.375/2/12*x(l)-x(1).^2)*25;
Qc=xtact+alpha*area*(x(l)-xO);
theta-fzero('model',30);
%%%%the dynamic equation%%%%
xtract=0.4444;
xdot(l)=l/area*(xtract-...
(0.00000000781871 *thea.^5-.00000099606931 *theta^4-...
0.00002536546426*theta.^3+0.00583612263799*thet&L2-...
0.00658991522416*theta+0.02412600207374));
********************************** ***********************
%%%%This model.m file contains the function to be evaluated%%%%
%%%%for zero at a particular flow rate and pressure and%%%%
%%%%returns the value of theta. [5th-order model]%%%%
%%%%lUsing the experimental data, 300psi]%%%%
function [fool=model(theta)
global Qc
foo=0.1*(0.00000000468362*thelta5-0.00000058202359*theta4-...
0.00001816170982*theta^3+0.00366774086313*tLheta2-...
0.00447504781796*theta+0.01500049486870)-Qc;
%%%%This fbl_pi_4.m file is used to integrate the func_l I.m file.%%%%
%%%%This file also uses the model.m file as an input.%%%%
global alpha beta xf Qc
alpha=0.l;
beta=0.01;
If 10=0;,
tf=100
x0=10.9 01;
xf=0.7;
lt,xl=ode23('func_ 11',t0,tf,x0);
n=size(x(:,l));
N=n(l,l);
theta=ones(N,1);
Q=ones(N,1);
for I = I:N,
xwacl=0.4444;
area-=2*sqrt(2*43.375/2/12*x(l,1)-x(l,1).^2)*25;
Q(I,1)=xtract+alpha*area*(x(l,l)-xf)+beta*area*x(i,2);
Qc=Q(1,1);
theta(I,l)=fzer('model',20);
end
Q=(0.0000000078187 l*theta5-0.00000099606931*theta.4-...
0.00002536546426*helta.^3+0.00583612263799*thela.^2-...
0.00658991522416*theta+0.02412600207374);
%%%%This ection is used to find the setding time.%%%
more on
for= I1:N,
ifabs(x(l,l)-xf)< (0.02*xf)
1(1,1)
x(l,l)
else
xxxxxx = 9999999999
end
end
more off
%%%%Finish finding the settling time%%%%
figure(l)
subplot(3.1,3), plM(t,x(:,1))
axis(J0 100 0.610.911)
grid
title('Feedback linearizing PI-controller: Table 12')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('heater level (ft)')
figure(2)
subplot(3,1,3), plot(theta)
axis([0 100 5 28])
gridlitle('Feedback linearizing PI-controller Table 12')
xlabel('tine (s)')
ylabel('valve opening (degree)')
figure(3)
subplot(3,1,3), plot(t,Q)
axis([0 100 0.1 3.51)
grid
title('Feedback linearizing PI-controller Table 12')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('flow rate (ft3/s)' )
%%%%This func_l1.m file serves as an input to the blpi_4.m file.%%%%
function xdot=funcl l(tx)
global alpha beta xfQc
%%%%the Pl-controller algorithm returns theta%%%%
xtract=0.4444;
area=2*sqrt(2*43.375/2/l2*x(1)-x(l).^2)*25;
Qc=xtract+alpha*area*(x(l)-xf)+beta*area*x(2);
theta=fzero('model',20);
%%%%the dynamic equation%%%%
xtract=0.4444;
xdot(1)=l/area*(xtract-...
(0.00000000781871 *theta.^5-0.00000099606931*theta.A4-...
0.00002536546426*thela.^3+0.00583612263799*theta.2-...
0.00658991522416*dhela+0.02412600207374));
xdot(2)=x(l)-xf;
%%%%This model.m file contains the function to be evaluated%%%%
%%%%for zero at a particular Hflow rate and pressure and%%%%
%%%%returns the value of theta [5th-order model]%%%%
%%%%[Using the experimental data, 300psi1%%%%
function [foo]=model(theta)
global Qc
fooO. 1*(0.00000000468362*theta^5-0.00000058202359*thetaM4-...
0.00001816170982*thela^3+0.00366774086313*theta^2-...
0.00447504781796*lhela+0.01500049486870)-Qc;
**************************************************************
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A.1.5 Simulation Case#5
%%%%This PI_4.m file is used to integrate the func_16.m file.%%%%
%%%%This file also uses the model_2.m file as an inpuLt%%%%
global alpha beta xf Qc
alpha= 100/35;
beta=(100/35)/(1.7*60);
tO=0;
d1=1000;
x0=10.9 01;
xf=0.7;
I[,xode23('func_16',0ttfx0)
n=size(x(:,l));
N=n(l,l);
theta=ones(N,1);
Q=ones(N,l);
for I= :N,
Q(I,1)=alpha*(x(l,I)-xf)+hela*x(1,2);
Qc=Q(I,1);
theta(l,l)=fzero('model_2',20);
end
Q=(0.0000000078187 l*theta5-0.0000009960693 *lieta.^4-...
0.00002536546426*heta.^3+0.00583612263799*theta2-...
0.00658991522416*tbeta+0.02412600207374);
%%%%This section is used to find the settling time.%%%%
more on
forl= I:N,
ifabs(x(l,l)-xf) < (0.02*xf)
t(Ll)
x(l,l)
else
xxxxxx = 9999999999
end
end
more off
%%%%Finish finding the settling time%%%%
figure(l)
subplot(3,1,1), plot(t xl:,l))
%axis([0 1000 0.65 0.91)
grid
title('Conventional PI controller: Table 13')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('heater level (It)')
figure(2)
subplot(3,l,1), plot(t,theta)
%axis([0 1000 8 131)
grid
title('Conventional PI controller: Table 13')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('valve opening (degree)')
figure(3)
subplot(3,1,1), plot(t,Q)
%axis(L0 1000 0.43 0.771)
grid
title('Conventional PI controller: Table 13')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('flow rate (ft"3/s)')
**************************************************************
%%%%This func_16.m file serves as an input to the PI_4.m file.%%%%
function xdot=func_16(t,x)
global alpha beta xf Qc
%%%%the PI-controller algorithm returns theta%%%%
Qc-alpha*(x(l)-xO+beta*x(2);
theta=fzero('model_2',20);
%%%%the dynamic equation%%%%
xtract=11.5*0.4444;
area=2*sqrt(2o43.375/2/12*x(1)-x(1).^2)*25;
xdot(l)=1/area*(xtract-...
(0.00000000781871*theta.^5-0.00000099606931*theta.^4-...
0.00002536546426*lheta.^3+0.00583612263799*theta^2-...
0.00658991522416*theta+0.02412600207374));
xdot(2)=x(I)-xf;
%%%%This model_2.m file contains the function to be evaluated'%%%%
%%%%for zero at a particlar flow rate and pressure and%%%%
%%%%returas the value of theta [linear model, Man, 300psij%%%%
function [fool=model_2(theta)
global Qc
foo=(0.09062981695704*lheta-0.66225439803445)-Qc;
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%%%%This fblp3.m file is used to integrate the faunc17.m file.%%%%
%%%%This file also uses the modeLO.m file as an inpuL%%%%
global alpha xf
alpha=0.1;
t0=0;
tf=1000;
x0=0.9;
xf=0.7;
[t,xj=ode23('func_l7',tO,tf,xO);
n=size(x);
N=n(l,l);
theta=ones(N,I);
Q=ones(N,I);
for I= I:N,
xWract=O;
area=2*sqrt(2*43.375/2/12*x(I,l)-x(l,1).^2)*25;
Q(l,)=xtract+alpha*area*(x(l,1)-xf);
Qc=Q(Il,);
theta(l,l)=fzero('model_0',30);
end
Q=(0.000000007I81871*thela^5-0.00000099606931*theta.•4-...
0.00002536546426*theta.^3+0.00583612263799*theta.2-...
0.00658991522416*theta+0.02412600207374);
%%%%This section is used to find the settling time.%%%%
more on
forl= I:N,
ifabs(x( Il)-xf)< (0.02*xf)
t(I,1)
x(l,l)
else
xxxxxx = 9999999999
end
end
more off
%%%%Finish finding the settuling time%%%%
fgure(l)
subplot(3,1,2), plot(t,x)
%axis([I 100 0.62 0.911)
grid
title('Feedback linearizing P-controller Table 14')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('heater level (ft)')
figure(2)
subplot(3,1,2), plot(t,theta)
%axis([0 1007 30])
grid
title('Feedback linearizing P-controller. Table 14')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('valve opening (degree)')
figure(3)
subplot(3,1,2), plot(t,Q)
%axis([0O 100 0.2 3.51)
grid
title('Feedback linearizing P-controller Table 14')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('llow rate (ft^3/s)')
%%%%This func_l7.m file seves as an input to the fblp.3.m file.%%%%
function xdot=func_17(tx)
global alpha xf Qc
%%%%the P-controller algorithm returns theta%%%%
xtract=0.O,
area=2*sqrt(2*43.375/2/12*x(l)-x(1).^2)*25;
Qc=xtract+alpha*area*(x(l)-xf);
theta=fzero('modelO',30);
%%%%the dynamic equation%%%%
xtract=l11.5*0.4444;
xdot(l)=llarea*(xtract-...
(0.00000000781871 *theta.^5-0.00000099606931 *theta.4-...
0.00002536546426*theta.^3+0.00583612263799*theta.^2-...
0.00658991522416*theta+0.02412600207374));
%%%%This model_.m file contains the function to be evaluated%%%%
%%%%for zero at a particular flow rate and pressure and%%%%
%%%%returm the value of theta, [5th-order model, manufacturer's]%%%%
%%%%At 300psi.%%%%
function Ifool--=modeL(theta)
global Qc
foo=(0.00000000533730*theta^5-0.00000D79813121 *theta4+...
0.00000662324144*theta^3+0.00259478501535*theta^2+...
0.00045531029014*theta+0.01186735930655)-Qc;
**..........*.************** ************
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%%*%%This fbl_pi_5.m file is used to integrate the func 18.m file.%%%%
%%%.%This file also uses the model_0.m file as an inpuL%%%%
global alpha beta xf Qc
alpha=0.1;
beta=0.01;
t10=0;
tf=l0,
xO=[0.9 01,
xf=0.7;
[t,xl=ode23('func_l8',tO,tf,x0);
n=size(x(:,I));
N=n(l,l);
theta=ones(N.t);
Q=ones(N,1);
forl = t:N,
xtract=0.0;
area=2*sqrt(2*43.375/2/12*x(l, I)-x(I,l).^2)*25;
Q(I, I)=xtract+alpha*area*(x(l l)-xf)+beta*area*x(1,2);
Qc=Q(1,1);
theta(l,l)=fzero( model_ 0,40);
end
Q=(0.00000000781871 *heta.^5-0.00000099606931 *theta.^4-...
0.00002536546426*theta.3+0.000583612263799*theta^2-..
.
0.00658991522416*thela+0.02412600207374);
%%%%This section is used to find the settling time.%%%%
more on
for I = :N,
ifabs(x(I,I)-xf < (0.02*xf)
0(1,1)1(1.1)x(ll)
else
xxxxxx = 9999999999
end
end
more off
%%%%Finish finding the settling time%%%%
figurel)
subplot(3,13), plot(t.x(:,l))
axis([O 100 0.61 0.991)
grid
title('Feedhack linearizing PI-controller: Table 15')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('heater level (ft)')
figure(2)
subplot(3.1,3), plot(t,theta)
axis(I0 1 0 20 451)
grid
title('Feedback linearizing Pl-controller: Table 15')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('valve opening (degree)')
figure(3)
subplot(3,1,3), plot(tQ)
axis(0 100 2 81)
grid
title('Feedback linearizing PI-controller: Table 15')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('flow rate (ft^3/s)')
%%%%This func_18.m file serves as an input to the tblpi_5.m file.%%%%
function xdot=func_l8(tx)
global alpha beta xf Qc
%%%%the Pl-controller algorithm returns theta%%%%
xtract=0.0;
area=2*sqnr(2*43.375/2/12*x(1)-x(1 ).2)*25;
Qc=xtract+alpha*area*(x(l)-xl)+beta*area*x(2);
theta=fzero('model_0',20);
%%%%the dynamic equation%%%%
xtract=l11.5*0.4444;
xdot(M)=l/area*(xtract-...
(0.00000000781871 *theta.A5-0.00000099606931 *theta."4-...
0.00002536546426*theta.^3+0.00583612263799*thetat2-...
0.00658991522416*theta+0.02412600207374));
xdot(2)=x(I)-xf;
%%%%This model_0.m file contains the function to be evaluated%%%%
%%%%for zero at a particular flow rate and pressure and%%%%
%%%%returns the value of theta [5th-order model, manufacturer's]%%%%
%%%%At 300psi.%%%%
function Ifool=model0O(theta)
global Qc
foo=(0.00000000533730*theta^5-0.00000079813121*theta'4+...
0.00000662324144*theta^3+0.00259478501535*theta^2+...
0.00045531029014*theta+0.0l 186735930655)-Qc;
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A.1.6 Simulation Case#6
%%%%This biPl_0.m file is used to integrate the bifunc_12.m file.%%%%
%%%%This file also uses the bimodel3.m file as an input. %%%%
global alpha beta xf Qc
alpha=100/35;
beta=(100/35)/(1.7*60);
t0=0;
lf=l000;
x0=[0.9 01;
xf=0.7;
[txl=ode23('bifunc_12'.t0,tf,x0);
n=size(x(:,l));
N=n(l,l);
theta=ones(N,1);
Q=ones(N,1);
forl= l:N,
Q(I,I)=alpha*(x(I, )-xf)+beta*x(l,2);
Qc=Q(I,1);
theta(I.,)=fzero('bimodeLU',20);
end
Q=(0.00000000119801*theta^5+0.00000045506570 *. ..
theta.4-0.00012713682332*theta.340.00803317114257*thelta...
2-0.02072164365028*thela+0.02523712251737);
%%%%#This ection is used to find the selding time.%%%%
more on
forl= I:N,
ifabs(x(l, )-xf) < (0.02*xf)
1(1,1)
x(I,l)
else
xxxxxx = 9999999999
end
end
more off
%%%%Finish finding the settling time%%%%
figure(l)
subplot(3,1,l), plot(tx(:,I))
%axis(J0 1000 0.65 0.901)
grid
fide('Conventional Pl-controller[two phase flow]: Table 16)
xlabel('timne (s)')
ylabel('heater level (fl')
figure(2)
subplot(3,1.1), plot(t,theta)
%axis(0[ 1000 9 13])
grid
title('Conventional PI-controllerItwo phase flow]: Table 16')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('valve opening (degree)')
figure(3)
subplot(3,1,1), plot(t,Q)
%axis([0 1000 0.43 0.701)
grid
title('Conventional PI-controller[two phase flow]: Table 16')
xlabel('hnme (s)')
ylabel('flow rate (ft^3/s)')
%%%%This bi_func_12.m file serves as an input to the bi_PL_.m file.%%%%
function xdol=bLfunc_12(t,x)
global alpha beta xfQc
%%%%the PI-controller algorithm returns theta%%%%
Qc=alpha*(x(l)-xf)+beta*x(2);
theta=fzero('bimodeL3',20);
%%%%the dynamic equation%%%%
xtract= 1.5*0.4444;
area=2*sqrt(2*43.375/2/12*x( I)-x(l).A2)*25;
xdot( )=1/area*(xtract-(0.00000000119801*theta^5+0.00000045506570*...
theta.M-0.00012713682332*thela.^3+0.00803317114257*theta....
2-0.02(072164365028*theta+0.02523712251737));
xdot(2)=x(1)-xf;
***************************************************************
%%%%This bi_modeL3.m file contains the function to be evaluated%%%%
%%%%for zero at a particular flow rate and pressure and%%%%
%%%%returns the value of theta [linear model, Man, 300psil%%%%
function [fool=bimodelU(theta)
global Qc
foo=(0.07669891094450*theta-0.42215029667971)-c;
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%%%,%This bi_bhl_p._2.m file is used to integrate the bifunc_6.m file.%%%%
%%%%This file also uses the binodel_0.m file as an input.[dummy] %%%%
global alpha xf
alpha=0.I;
t0=0:
tf=1000;
x0=0.9;
xf=0.7;
Lt,x]-ode23('bLfunc 6'.t .tf.xO);
n=size(x);
N=n(l,l);
theta=ones(N.l);
Q=ones(N,I);
for I = I:N,
xtract=.0;,
area=2*sqrt(2*43.375/2/12*x(l, x((l, 1 ).^2)25;
Q(I,1)=xtract+alpha*area*(x(l,l)-xf);
Qc=Q(I,I);
thela(I,1)=fzero('bi modelO' ,60);
end
Q=(0.00000000119801*theta.5+0.00000045506570*...
thela.^4-0.0012713682332*thela.^3+0.00803317114257*theta..
2-0.02072164365028
*
theta+0.02523712251737);
%%%%*This section is used to find the settling time.%%%%
more on
for I = l:N,
ifabs(x(l,l)-xf) < (0.02*xf)
1(1,1)
x(I,1)
else
xxxxxx= 9999999999
end
end
more off
%%%%Finish finding the settling time%%%%
figure(l)
subplot(3,1,2), plot(tx)
%axis(0 100 0.62 0.911)
grid
title('Feedback linearizing P-conlrollerltwo phase flow]: Table 17')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('heater level (ft)')
figure(2)
subplot(3.1.2), plot(ttheta)
%axis([0 100 7 25])
grid
title('Feedback linearizing P-controllerttwo phase flow]: Table 17')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('valve opening (degree)')
figure(3)
subplot(3.1.2), plot(t,Q)
%axis([O 100 0.2 3.51)
grid
title('Feedback linearizing P-controller]two phase flowl: Table 17')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('flow rate (ft^3/s)')
9%%%%This bi_func_6.m file serves as an input to the bifblp 2.m file.%%%%
function xdot=bi func 6(t,x)
global alpha xf Qc
%%%*%the P-controller algorithm returns theta%.%%%-
xtract=0.0,
area=2*sqrt(2*43.375/2/12*x(1)-x(1).^2)*25;
Qc=xtract+alpha*area*(x(l)-xf);
thela=fzero('bimodell 0,60);
%%%%the dynamic equation%%%%
xtract=11.5*0.4444;
xdot(1)=/area*(xtract-(0.0000000101 19801 *theta^5+0.00000045506570...
theta.^4-0.00012713682332*thetra3+0.00803317114257*theta.A..
2-0.02072164365028*theta+0.02523712251737));
%%%•%This bi-model0.m file contains the function to be evaluated%.%%%
%%%%for zero at a particular flow rate and pressure and%%%%
%%%%returns the value of theta. [5th-order model, manufacturer's]%%%%
function Ifoo]=bi_lnodelO(theta)
global Qc
foo=(0.00000000176289*lheta5-0.00000000574736*thetaA4-...
0.00005006103011 *theta^3+0.00387922677815*theta^2-...
0.00835796763611 *theta+0.01328852435868)-Qc;
***************************************************************
%%%% This biJbli_4.m file is used to integrate the bi_func_ll.m file.%%%%
%%%% This file also uses the bimodeLO.m file as an input.[dummyl %%%%
global alpha beta xf Qc
alpha=0.1;
beta=0.01;
tDO0;
11=100;
x0=[0.9 01;
xf=0.7;
[t,x1=ode23('bifunc._l I',tO.f,x0);
n=size(x(:,l));
N=n(1,1);
thela=ones(N,1);
Q=ones(N,1);
for I = I:N,
xtract=0.
area=2*sqrt(2*43.375/2/12*x(l,1)-x(l,1).^2)*25;
Q(l,1)=xtract+alpha*area*(x(l,l)-xf)+beta*area*x(l,2);
Qc=Q(I,1);
theta(I,1)=fzero('bimodeLO',20);
end
Q=(O.00000000119801 *theta^5+0.000000045506570*...
theta.^4-0.00012713682332*theta.^3+0.00803317114257*theta.^..
2-0.02072164365028*theta+0.02523712251737);
1%%%This section is used to find the settling time.%%%%
tare on
for I = I:N,
ifabs(x(l,t)-xf) < (0.02*xf)
t(I,1)
x(l,l)
else
xxxxxx = 9999999999
end
end
more off
%%%%Finish finding the settling time%%%%
figure(I)
subplot(3,1,3), plot(tx(:,l))
%axis(f0 100 0.61 0.911)
grid
title('Feedbalck inearizing controler[two phase flowl: Table 18')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('heater level (ft)')
figure(2)
subplot(3,1,3), plot(Ltheta)
%axis([O 100 5 28])
grid
itle('Feedback linearizing controllerztwo phase flow]: Table 18')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('valve opening (degree)')
figure(3)
subplot(3,l,3), plot(t,Q)
%axis([0O 100 0.1 3.51)
grid
title('Feedback linearizing controllerltwo phase flow]: Table 18')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('flow rate (ft^3/s)')
%%%%This bimodelO.m file contains the function to be evaluated%%%%
%%%%for zero at a particular flow rate and pressure and%%%%
%%%%returns the value of theta 15th-order model, manufacturer'sl%%%%
function [fool]=bisodel_0(theta)
global Qc
foo=0.00000000176289*theta^5-0.00000000574736*theta4-...
0.00005006103011 *theta^3+0.00387922677815*theta^2-...
0.00835796763611 *theta+0.01328852435868)-Qc;
%%%%This bimodel_u.m file contains the function to be evaluated%%%%
%%%%for zero at a particular flow rate and pressure and%%%%
%%%%returns the value of theta. [5th-order model, manufacturer's]%%%%
function [fool=bimodelO(theta)
global Qc
foo=(0.00000000176289*theta^5-0.00000000574736*theta^M-...
0.00005006103011 *theta^3+0.00387922677815*theta^2-...
0.00835796763611 *theta+0.01328852435868)-Qc;
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A.2 Adaptive Controller Based on Nonlinear Parametrization
%%%%This plantsim.m file is used to simulate andl'%%%%
%%%%generate plots of the post processing results.%%%%
clear
clear global
globalu r ts ref Qo delP Tau Gamma Kes epsilon...
R L rho delP.min delPmax Qomin Qomax
%%%%Define the reference model%%%%
ts=10;%%%%time constant
r=0.8;%%%%desircd water level
ref=r/ts;%%%%equivalent input
%%%%Define extraction flow and pressure%%%%
%%%%[ normally unknown ]%%1%%
Qo=20;%%%%extraction mass flow rate
I_Qo=30;%%%%initial extraction flow rate
delP=-00;%%%%Wpressure d op across the valve
I delP=40;%%%%initial pressure drop
%%%%Define control gains%%%%
Tau=le6;%%%% associate with alpha hat
Gamma=1e6;%%%%associate with delPhat
Kes=100;%%%%initially 100
epsilon =0.02;%%%%dead band
%%%%Initial control input%.%%%
iniLu=2.5;
u=initu;
%%%%Initial conditions for all states%%%%
%%%%Initially, x(4) = 37.5 was used.%%%%
x=(0.9 0.9 I_Qo I_delP 0];
%%%%Simulation%%%%
[,yl=ode45('plant',0,100,x);
%%%%Reconstruct the control input vector%%%%
x=y;
area=2*(2*R*x(:,l)-x(:,1).^2).^0.5*L*0.368;
psi=lJ(rho*area);
err=-x(:,l)-x(:,2);
e_s=(x(:,l)-x(:,2))+l/ts*x(:,5);
forN=l:lengtb(es),
ifabs(es(N,l )/epsilon)> I,
saturate(N,l)='sign(es(N,)Iepsilon);
else
saturae(N,l)= e s(N.l)/epsilon;
end
end
epsilons = es - epsilon*saturate;
Lfmax=-(delPtmin)A0.5J(rho*area);
fmin=-(delP max)^.5J(rho*area);
fjhat=-x(:,4).A0.5./(rho*area);
df=-x(:,4).^(-0.5)./(2*rho*area);
%%%%Initial control input%%%%
Eu(ll,)=initu;
forM=l:length(epsilon_s),
ifepsilon_s(M,1) >= 0.
a(M,1) = (f._max(M, I)-fhat(M,1))*Eu(M, )-...
(f max(M, )-f..min(M,1))*Eu(M. )/..
(delP_max-delPmin)*...
(x(MA)-delPmin);
w(M,I) = -saturate(M,1)*Eu(M,I)*(fmax(M,l)-f.min(M,l))/
(delP_max-delP min);
else
a(M,1) = 0;
w(M,1) = -saturate(M,1)*df(M,1)*Eu(M,1);
end
Ua(M,l)=saturate(M, )*a(M,1):
Eu(M+1, )=I/(-(x(M.4))^O.5/(rho*area(M, )))*...
(-Kes*epsilons(M,1)-Ihts*x(M,1 )+...
ref*(l+0.3*sin(l *(M,1)))-...
Ua(M,1)-psi(M,1)*x(M,3));
ifEu(M+1,1) > 3.623,
Eu(M+1l,) = 3.623;
elseif Eu(M+1,1) < 0,
Eu(M+1.1)= 0;
end
end
%%%%Lyapunov Function%%%%
V=1/2*(epsilon_s.^2+...
Ifrau*(x(:,3)-lQo).2+...
I/Gamma*(x(:.4)-ldelP).^2);
vdot=Kes*epsilon_s."2+...
epsilon_s.*(((-80^0.5J(rho*area))-(fhat)).
*
...
Eu(2:length(Eu). I).*saturate+...
w.*(x(:,4)-ldelP)-Ua);
figure(20)
clg
subplot(4,1,4), hold
plot(t,Eu(2:length(Eu). ),'g-',t,3.63*ones(size(t)).'r--' )
title('Thbe equivalent control input')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('control input')
grid
subplot(4, 1,1), hold
plot(ty(:,2),'g-.');
title('N.P.C: delP=100;InitP=40;Tau_s=10;epsilon=0.02;Kes=100' )
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('water level (ft)')
grid
subplot(4,1,2), hold
plot(,y(:,3:4));
title('The parameter estimates')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel( parameter estimate')
grid
subplot(4,i,3), hold
plot(t,y(:.,l)-r);
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title('The plant output error')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('level deviation (ft)')
grid
figure(30)
plot(t,V,'g-')
title('The lyapunov function')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('V')grid
***************************************************************
%%%%This plant.m file contains the differential equations%%%%
%%%% used to described the plant as well as the controller.%%%%
%%%%Tlshe adaptation laws are also included in this file.%%%%
functionxdot=plant(t,x)
globalu r tsref Qo delP Tau Gamma Kes epsilon ...
R L rho delP_min delPmax Qojmin Qomax
%%%%Define plant constants%%%%
R=l.85;%%%%radius of the heater
1-=25; %%%%length of the heater
rho=50;%%%%density of the liquid
%%%%Define the bounds of the parameters%%%%
delP_min=0;%%%%pressure drop across the valve
delPmax=200;Qo.jmin=0;%%%%extraction mass flow rateQomax=40;
%u max=;%%%%equivalent control input
%ujmin=;
%%%%Define area which is a function of the water level%%%%
area=2*(2*R*x(l)-x(1 )2)Y0.5*L*0.368;
%%%%Define the function psi%%%%
psi=l/(rbo*area);
%%%%Prediction error%%%%
e-r=x(l)-x(2);
e_s=(x(1)-x(2))+ 1/s*x(size(J5);._
ifabs(es/epsilon) > .
satrate=sign(estepsilon);
else
saturate= eslepsilon;
end
epsilons = es -epsilon*saturate;
%%%%bTuning function%%%%
f_max=-(delP_minY•0.5/(rho*area);
fmin=-(delPmax)V0.5/(rho*area);
fhat=-x(4•0.5/(rho*area);
df=-x(4)(-0.5)/(2*rboaarea); )
ifepsilons >= 0,
a = (fmsax-fhat)*u-(fmax-fmin)*ul(delPmax-delPmin)*..(x(4)-delPmian);
w = -saturare*u*(fmax-fmin)/(delPmax-delP_min);
else
a=0;
w = saturate*df*u;
end
Ua=saturate
*
a;
%%%%The control law%%%%
%a =-Kes*epsilons
%b= -l/ts*x(1)-Ua-psi*x(3)
%c= ref
%d=-l/ts*x(1)
u=1/(-(x(4))^0.5/(rho*area))*...
(-Kes*epsilon_s-l/ts*x(l)+...
ref*(l+0.3*sin(l*t))-...
Ua-psi*x(3));
%%%%Test if the control input saturates and set it within bounds%%%%
ifu > 3.623,
u = 3.623;
elseif u <0,
a = 0;
end
%subplot(4,1,4)
%plot(t,u,'g.')
%axis(0 500 0 0.101)
%V_dot= -Kes*epsilon_s^2+epsilon_s*((-300D.5/(tho*area)+...
%(-x(4)y0.5/(rho*area))*u+w*(x(4)-300)-Ua))
%%%%x=I h, hm, alphahat, delPJat, err ]%%%%
xdot(l)=l/(rho*area)*(Qo-delPA0.5*u);
xdot(2)= ref*(l+0.3*sin(*t))-...
I/s*x(2);
xdot(3)=epsilon_s*Tau*psi;
xdot(4)=epsilons*Gamma*w;
xdot(5)=err
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Appendix B : MATLAB Simulation Programs
Position Control in Magnetic Bearing System
B.1 Adaptive Controller Based on Nonlinear Parametrization
%%%% This file is used to simulate the bearing control system %%%%
clear
clear global
% Define time vector
noplot= 5;
tinal = 0.05;
dT = 1/(151000);
t = [0:dT:tlinal';
nosamp = final/(dT*noplot)
% Plant you want to simulate (normally unknown ...)
H = 3(10(-4));
n = 133;
A = 7*(10^(-4));
i0 = 0.5;
mu0 = 1.26*(10^(-6));
m = 2.2;
g = 9.8;
hO= 4.0*(10(-4));
Bsat = n*mu0*i0/h0;
% Normalized variables
wn = ((Bsat^2)*A/(m*h0*muO))AO.5;
Hn= H/hO;
gn = g/(hO*(wn^2));
K = 1.7*(n*muO*i/(2*H*Bsat))^2;
epsilon = 0.0000000001; %deadzone
Knmax= 2*((n*muO*i0/(2*hO*Bsat))^2);
h_min =0.7;
hmax= 1.5;
% Control gain
cl =360000;
c2= 1200;
kes = 5;
u= 0;
ref = 0,
% Initial conditions for all states (normalized)
xp = [2(10A(-4)), 0.01;
xm= [l*(10 (-4)), 01;
Hh = 0.75*l1,1,ll; % originally all ones
Kh = 1.0*((n*muO*i0/(2*h0*Bsat))2)*ones(1,3); % originally t*
eO=O;
x = lxp. nm, Kh, Hh. cl];
% Prediction error
es = (xp(2)-xm(2)) + c2*(xp(l)-xm(l)) + cl*x(size(x,I),l 1);
saturate = sat(e_s/epsilon);
epsilons = e_s - epsilon*sat(es/epsilon);
r_hat = [4*x(8)/(((x(8)-x( 1))^2)*(x(8)+x(1))^2);
2*(x(9)A2+x(1 )2)/(((x(9)-x( 1))A2)*(x(9)+x( 1))^2):
x(10)/(((x( 10)-x())A2)*(x(10)+x(I)r2)];
fhat = [x(5)*x(l)*rhat(I);
x(6)rJhat(2);
x(7)*x(l)*r_hat(3)l;
rmin = (4*hmax/(((hmax-x(1 )2)*(h_max+x(l))^2);
2*(h_max^2+x(l )^2)/(((h_max-x( ))^2)*(hmax+x(l))^2);
hmax/(((h_max-x( ))^2)*(hmax+x( ))A2)1;
rmax = [4*h_min/(((h_min-x(1))^2)*(htmin+x(I))^2);
2*(hmin^2+x(l)^2)/(((hmin-x( ))2)*(h min+x(I ))^2);
h_min/(((h min-x(l))^2)(hmin+x( ))^2)1;
% determine initial control input
[at,omegal = ids(x(t), [x(8), x(9), x(10)1, u, rhat, saturate, epsilons....
r-min, rmax, hmin, hmax, Knmax);
u = bearingctl(Lhat,[x(I),x(2)], epsilon_s, at, saturate, gn, ref, cl,...
c2, kes);
% Simulate
global Hn gn K epsilon cl c2 kes ref u disturbance Knmax r_min rmax...
Ihmin hmax Knmax
%options = odeset('rtol',0.5e-2,'atol', le-4);
for pl= I:noplot,
for inc = ((pl-I)*nosamp+l):(pl*nosamp),
inc
%r = (10A(-4))*(2*rand-1)*cl;
ref = 2*(10(-4))*(2*rand-l1)
disturbance = 0.*(10(-4))*(2*rand-I)cl;
ITx = odel5s('magbearing',[O, dTl,x);
x = x(size(x.l),:);
e_s = (x(2)-x(4)) + c2*(x(l)-x(3)) + cl*x(ti);
saturate = sat(e_s/epsilon);
epsilon_s(inc+,ll) = e_s - epsilon*saturate;
xp(inc+l,:)= x(l:2);
xm(inc+l,:) = x(3:4);
Kh(inc+l,:) = x(5:7);
Hh(inc+l,:)= x(8: 10);
end
% Lyapunov funtion
V = 0.5*(epsilon_s.^2 + (sum(((Hh-Hn).^2)'))' + (sum(((Kh-K).^2)'))');
% Plot
figure(l)
clg
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plot(t(l:length(Kh),l),xp(:.l));
ylabel('gap )
xlabel('Tune (s)')grid
figure(2)
cdg
subplot(21 1)
plot(t(l:length(Kh),l),Hh-Hn)
ylabel('Herr')
xlabel('Trme (s)')
grid
subplot(212)
plot(t(1:length(Kh).1),Kh-K)
ylabel('CKerr')
xlabel('Tune (s)')grid
%legend('-',Estimate'" :',Actual')
figure(3)
clg
plot(t(l:length(Kh),1),V)
ylabel('V')
xlabel('Tune (s)')grid
pause(2)
end
%%%% This file contains the description of the magnetic bearing model %%%%
function xdot = magbearing(t, x)
global Hn gn K epsilon cl c2 kes ref u disturbance Knmax rmin rmax...
hlmin hmax Knmax
err = x(1) - x(3);
e_s = (x(2)-x(4)) + c2*(x(l)-x(3)) + cl*x(1);
saturate = sat(e_s/epsilon);
epsilons = e_s - epsilon*saturate;
%f = [4*K*Hn*x( )/(((Hn-x(l))A2)*(Hn+x(l))A2);
% 2*K*(Hn^2+x(I)A2)/(((Hn-x(l)r2)*(Hn+x(l))2);
% K*Hn*x(1)/(((Hn-x(l))A2)*(Hn+x(l))A2)1;
rjhat = 14*x(8)/(((x(8)-x())2)*(x(8)+x)x(1))2);
2*(x(9)^2+x(1 )A2)/(((x(9)-x(1 ))^2)*(x(9)+x())A2);
x(10)/(((x(10)-x(l ))2)*(x(10)+x(I))A2)1;
fLhat = Ix(5)*x(l)*r at(l);
x(6)*rhat(2);
x(7)*x(I)*rhat(3)];
rmin = [4*hmax/(((h_max-x(I))A2)*(nmax+x(l))^2);
2*(hmax^2+x(l)2)/(((hmax-x( l))2)*(hmax+x(l))^2);
hmax/(((hmax-x(l ))^2)*(hmax+x(l))^2)1;
rmax = [4*hmin/(((hminin-x())^2) *(hmin+x(t))2);
2*(bLmin^2+x()l 2)/(((h min-x(I ))^2)*(hmin+x( ))A2);
hmin/(((hmin-x(1 ))2)*(hmin+x( 1))^2)];
(at,omega] = ids(x(l), Ix(8), x(9), x(10)1, u, rh sat, urate, psilons....
remin, rmax, hlmin, hmnax, Knmax);
% at = zeros( 1,3); omega = zeros(1,3);
u = bearingctl(fatx(l),x(2)], epsilons, at, saturate, gn, ref, cl,...
c2, kes);
% x = [ x, dx_dt, xm, dxmndt, Kl_hat, K2_hat, K3_hat, l_bat, h2Jat, h3_hat, err]
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%Tu4 m the adaptation on/off depending on what xdot is used%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%xdot= I x(2);
% K*(((1+0.5*u)/(Hn-x(l)))2 - ((1-0.5*u)/(Hn+x(l)))^2) - gn + disturbance;
% x(4);
% ref-cl*x(3)-c2*x(4);
% epsilons*r_hat .* [x(); u; x(1)*u^21;
% epsilons*omega';
% errl;
xdot= [ x(2);
K*(((l+0.5*u)/(Hn-x(l)))^2 - ((l-0.5*u)/(Hn+x(l)))A2) - gn + disturbance;
x(4);
ref-cl*x(3)-c2*x(4);
0* [x(); u; x(l) *u^2];
0*omega';
0];
%%%% This file performs the identification of the variable at and omega %%%%
function (atomegal = ids(x, h-hat, u, rhat, saturate, epsilon s, r_min....
rmax, hnmin, hmax, Knmax);
omega = zeros(1,3);
if x(l) >= 0,
if epsilons >= 0,
at(1) = Knmax*(x(1)*(rmnax(1) - r_hat()) -...
x(1)*(r max(1)-r_min(I))*(hlhat( )-hmni)/(hmax-hlmin));
omega(I) = -saturate*(x(1)*(rmax(l)-r.min( ))/(hmax-hmnin));
else
at(l) =0,
omega() = -saturate*x()*dfl(x,h-bat(l));
end
else
if epsilons >= 0,
at(1) = 0;
omega(l) = saturate*x(l)*dfl(x,hhat(l));
else
at(t) = Knmax*(x(l)*(r_hat(l) - rmax(1))-...
x(l)*(r min(l )-r_max(1l))*(hhat(l )-hmin)/...
(h.max-hnmin));
omega(1) = -saturate*(x(1)*(r_min(1)-rmax())/(h max-h.nin));
end
end
if u>=0,
if epsilons >- 0,
at(2) = Knmax*(u*(r_max(2) -r_hat(2)) -..
u*(rmax(2)-rmin(2))*(h hat(2)-h min)/(h_max-hmin));
omega(2) -saturate*u*((rmax(2)-rmin(2))(hJmax-h_nin));
else
at(2) = 0,
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omega(2) = -saturate*u*dt2(x,h_hat(2));
end
else
if epsilon_s >= 0,
at(2) = 0;
omega(2) = saturate*u*df2(x,h_hat(2));
else
at(2) = Knmax*(u*(rhat(2) - r_max(2)) -...
u*(rmin(2)-r_max(2))*(h_hat(2)-h _min)/(hmax-h_min));
omega(2) = -saturate* u* ((r_min(2)-r_max(2))/(hmax-h-min));
end
end
if x(l) > 0,
if epsilons >= 0,
at(3) = Knmax*(x(l)*(u^2)*(r_max(3) - r._hat(3))-...
x(l)*(u^2)*(r_max(3)-ermin(3))*(hihat(3)-hmin)...
(hnmax-h-min));
onega(3) = -saturate*x(l)*(u^2)*((rmax(3)-rmin(3))/
(hImax-h min));
else
at(3)=0;
anega(3) = -saturate*x(l)*(u^2)*df3(x,h_hat(3));
end
else
if epsilon s >= 0,
at(3) = 0,
omega(3) = saturate*x(I)*(u^2)*df3(x,hJhat(3));
else
at(3) = Knmax*(x(l)*(u^2)*(rhat(3) - r max(3)) -...
x(l)*(u^2)*(r_min(3)-rmax(3))*(hLhat(3)-hlmin)/..
(hmax-h-min));
omega(3) = -saturate*x(l)*(u^2)*((rmin(3)-rmax(3))/...
(hnax-lhmin));
end
end
%%%% This file contains the control law %%%%
function u = bearingcd(f_jhat, z, epsilons, at saturate, gn, r, cl, c2, kes)
rhs= gn + r - cl*z(l) -c2*z(2) - kes*epsilons - sum(at)*saturae;
u = (l/(2*fhat(3)))*(-f_hal(2) +...
(fhat(2)2-4*.._hat(3)*(fhat(l)-rhs))AO.5);
%%%% This file describes the first derivative of fl %%%%
function dfdh = dfl(x,theta)
y = x - theta;
z = x + theta
dfdh = 4/((y^2)*(z^2)) - 16*(theta^2)/((y^3)*(zA3));
%%%% This file describes the first derivative of f2 %%%%
function dfdh = df2(x.lheta)
y = x - theta;
z= x+ theta;
dfdh = 4*theta/((y^2)*(z^2)) - 8*(Iheta^2+x^2)*lheta/((yA3)*(z^3));
%%%% This file describes the first derivative of f3 %%%
function dfdh = df3(x,thela)
y = x - theta;
z = x+ theta;
dfdh = 1/((y^2)*(zA2)) - 4*(theta^2)/((y^3)*(z^3));
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B.2 Adaptive Controller Based on Linearized Dynamics
%%%%This program is used to simulate the adaptive%%%%
%%%%control system proposed by TJ in his thesis.%%%%
clear
clear global
%%%%The plant you want to simulate (normally unlmown)%%%%
h=4*(10A(-4));
n=133;
A=7*(10^(-4));
i0=0.50;
mu0=1.26*(10^(-6));
M=2.2;
g=9.81;
epsilon=0.5e-6;
%%%%The control gains%%%%
%%%%cl and c2 are selected according to the rotor %%%%
%%%%achievable dynamic. [ wn = 600 rad/s;zela = 11%%%%
cl=360000;
c2=1200;
%%%%The adaptation gains%%%%
%%%%are set in plant.m%%%%
Gamma=lel3;
%%%%Constants unique to this system%%%%
%bz=ll.5;
bz=80;
%P = [1200*l12*1/360000+36000(124)) 1/2*1/360000,
% 1/2*1/360000 1/2400*(1+1/360000)],
P= [0 1.388888888888889e-06;
0 2.314814814814815e-091;
%%%%Refeence posiion%%%%
%%%%Iniial conditions for all states%%%%
xp0=[120(10^(-6)), 0.01;
xmO=[I20*(104(-6)), 0.01;
a(O=;
al=0;
xO=[xp0, xmO, aO, all;
%%%%Simulate%%%%
global h n A iO muO Mg c c2 r epsilon bz P Gamma xout
ff=0.5;
tol=l.e-6;
%%%%We have to define xout here for the first time%%%%
%%%%to enable the adaptation law for al to be valid%%%%
%%%%even while the system is within the sphere.%%%%
xout=I[0;0];
[t,xl=ode45( 'plant',tO,.f,xO,tol,l);
figure(20)
CIg
hold
title('The rotor position: actual - ; desired -- [Gammas lel3]')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('rotor position (micron)')
plot(t,x(:,i)*1e6,'r-')
plot(t,x(:,3)*1e6,'g--' )
%axis([O 0.01 -1 11)D
grid
%print -deps P120B80_0
figure(21)
cIg
hold
title("The rotor position error [Gamma = le13]')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('rotor position error (micron)')
plot(t,(x(:,3)-x(:,l))*le6"m-')
%axis([O 0.01 -.6 11)grid
%print -deps PEI20B80_0
figure(22)
cdg
hold
title('The rotor velocity: actual -; desired -- [Gamma = lel31')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('rotor velocity (micron/s)')
plot(tx(:,2)*le6,'r-',tx(:,4)*1c6,g--')
%axis([0 0.01 -0.4e4 0.4e4])
grid
%print -deps V120B80_0
figure(23)
clg
hold
title('The system states [Gamma= 1e13]')
ylabel('velocity (micron/s)')
xlabel('position (micron)')
plot(x(:,i)*le6,x(:,2)*le6,'r-',x(:,l)*le6,x(:,2)*le6, go')
%axis([0 0.01 -0.4e4 0.4e41)
grid
%print -deps S120B80_0
figure(24)
cdg
subplot(3,1,1), hold
title('aD [Gamma = le13')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('a_0')
plot(S,x(:,5),'c-')
%axis([O 0.009 -0.0 0.0041)
grid
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subplot(3,l,2)., hold
litle('al')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('al')
plot(t,x(:,6),'r-')
%axis([0 0.009 -0.00007 0.000001)
grid
subplot(3,1,3), hold
title('error magnitude = sqrt(x^2+v^2)')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('error magnitude')
plot(tsqrt((x(:. l)-x(:,3)).^2+((x(:,2)-x(:,4)).^2)),m-')
%axis(0I 0.009 -0.00007 0.00000])
grid
%print -deps TH120B80_0
figure(25)
clg
subplot(21,1), hold
title('Rotor position')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('rotor position (micron)')
plot(tx(:.),1e6,'r-')
plot(t,x(:,3)* I e6,'g--' )
legend('Actual', Reference')
grid
subplot(2.1,2), hold
tite('Tracking error')
xlabel('time is)')
ylabel('error (micron)')
plot(tx(:,1)* I 6-x(:,3)* le6,'r- )
grid
figure(26)
clg
subplot(2,l ), hold
title('Parameter aO')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('at0')
plot(t,x(:,5),'c-')
grid
subplot(2,1,2), hold
title('Parameter al')
xlabel('time (s)' )
ylabel('al')
plot(t,x(:,6),'r-')
grid
%%%% This file contains the information needed to simulate%%%%
%%%% the magnetic bearing system according to Ti's adaptive%%%%
%%%% algorithm which employs full-state feedback and adaptation%%%%
%%%% on-demand approach.%%%%
function xdot=plant(t,x)
global h n A iO mu0 M g cl c2 r epsilon bz P index Gamma xout
e=[(x(l)-x(3));
(x(2)-x(4))];
%%%%If the system penetrates the sphere of radius epsilon,%%%%
%%%%then set xout to these values only for the first time.%%%%
ifsqrt(sum(e.^2)) >= epsilon & index == 1
xout=[x(l);
x(2)];
index=0;
elseifsqrt(sum(e.^2)) < epsilon
index=l;
end
%%%%Turn on the adaptation if the error is larger than %%%%
%%%%epsilon which is defined as the radius of the sphere.%%%%
ifsqrt(sum(e.^2)) >= epsilon
uad=(-x(5)-x(6)*(x( I)-xout(l)));
Gamma..l=Gamma
Gamma_2--Gamma;
else
uad=0;
Gamma_l=0;
Gamma_2=0;
end
%%%%Now, let's calculate the control input%%%%
ulin=(-cl -c21]*x(1)-0;
x(2)-01;
%u=l*(I/bz*(ulin+uad)+M/bz*g);
u=(l/bz•(ulin+I/M*uad)+M/bz*g);
%%%%x = Ix, dxdt, xm, dxm/dt, a0.1, al_l, a0_2, al_2]%%%%
xdot= Ix(2);
(n^2*mu0*A*(iO+u)^2)/(4*M*(h-x( 1 ))^2)-(n^2*mu0*A*(i0-u)^2)/(4*M*(h+x( ))^2)-g;
x(4);
r-cl*x(3)-c2*x(4);
Gammal*e'*P*[10
1];
Gamma_2*(x(t)-xout(l))*e'*P*1O;
%%%% This file describes the property of saturation function %%%%
function y=sat(x)
ifabs(x)>l
y=sign(x);
else
y=x;
end
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B.3 Adaptive Controller Based on Linear Parametrization
%%%%This program isused to simulate the adaptive control%%%%
%%%%of the magnetic bearing system based on Taylor series%%%%
%%%%linearization technique using unnormalized notations.%%%%
clear
clear global
%%%%The plant you want o simulate (normally unknown)%%%%
h13*(10'(-4));
n=133;
A=7*(10-4));
io0=0.50;
muO=l.26*(10^(-6));
M=2.2;
g=--9.81;
alphat=(n2*mu0*A)/(4*M);
epsilon=lle-9;
%%%%The control gains%%%%
%%%%cl and c2 are selected according to the rolor %%%%
%%%%achievable dynamic. [ wn = 600 rad/s;zeta = I]%%%%
cl=360000;
c2=1200;
k=1000;
%%%%The adaptation gains%%%%
Taul=1el3;
Tau_2=1el3;
Tau_3=1el3;
%%%%Initial control input and reference position%%%%
u=0;
%%%%Initial conditions for all states%%%%
xpO=[1*(10^(-5)), 0.01;
xm0=[l*(1 0(l0^(-5)), 0];
eo-0;e0=0;
THETA10= zeros(1,4);
THETA_20= zeros(1,4);
THETA_30= zeros(1,4);
x0=[xp0, xm0, cO, THETAJ10, THETA_20, THETA_30);
%%%%Simulate%%%%
global h nA iO mu0 alpha Mg cl c2 Taul Tau_2 Tau_3 u r k epsilon
tO=0;
tf=0.02;
tol=l.e-6;
[t,x)=ode45('plant',t0,tf,x0,toll);
figure(40)
clg
hold
title('Thbe rotor position: actual -; desired-- [Tan = 0.1]')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('rotor position (micron)')
plot(t,x(:,1)* 1e6, r-' )
plot(t,x(:,3)*1e6,'g--')
axis(100.01 -1 111)
grid
figure(41)
clg
hold
title('The rotor position error [Tau= 0.1' )
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('motor position error (micron)')
plot(t,(x(:,3)-x(:,l))*1e6,'m-')
axis([0 0.01 -.6 11])
grid
figure(42)
cdg
hold
title('The rotor velocity: actual -; desired-- [Tahu = 0. 11 ')
xlabel('tinme (s)')
ylabel('rotor velocity (micron/s)')
plot(t,x(:,2)*1e6,'r-',t,x(:,4)*le6, g--' )
axis(10 .01 -0.4c4 0.4e41)
grid
5gure(43)
clg
hold
title('The integral error ITau = 0.11')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('integral error (micron s)')
plot(t.x(:,5)*le6,'m-')
grid
figure(44)
clg
subplot(2,2,1), hold
title('Thleta')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabcl('thetal')
plot(t,x(:,6),'c-')
axis([0 .009 -0.0 0.0041)
grid
subplot(2,22), hold
title('Theta.T2')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('theta.2')
plot(t,x(:,7),'r-')
axis([0 .009 -0.00007 0.000001)
grid
subplot(2,23), hold
title("' eta_3')
xlabel('time (s)')
yiabel('theta_.3' )
plot(t,x(:,8),'m-')
axis([0 .009 -20 0.01)
grid
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subplot(2,2,4), hold
title("Thela_4' )
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('theta.4')
plot(tLx(:,9),'w-')
axis([0 0.009 0.0 0.81)
grid
figure(45)
cig
subplot(2,2,1), hold
title('Theta_5')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('theta_5')
plot(Lx(:,10),'c-')
axis([0 0.009 -0.05 1.21)
grid
subplot(2.2,2), hold
tille('Thea_6')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel(theta 6' )
plot(4x(:,11),'r-')
axis([0 0.009 -0.015 0.00051)
grid
subplot(2,2,3), hold
title('Theta7')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('theta_7')
plot(,x(:,12),m-')
axis(i0 0.009 -4000 1001)
grid
subplot(2,24), hold
title('etes8')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('theta_8')
plot(tx(:,13),w-')
axis(I0 0.009 -5 701)
grid
figure(46)
clg
subplot(2,2,1), hold
title('Tela9' )
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('thela_9')
plot(Lx(:,14),c-')
axis(I0 0.009 -0.00001 0.0051)
grid
subplot(2,22), hold
title('Tbela_l0')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('thela_0O')
plot(t,x(:,15),'r-')
axis([0 0.009 -0.00005 0.01)
grid
subplot(2,2,3), hold
title(C'ThIletal I')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('bthea_ I')
plot(t,x(:.16),'m-')
axis([0 0.009 -20 0.01)grid
subplot(2,2,4), hold
title('Theta_2')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('thela_12')
plot(t.x(:,17),'w-')
axis(j0 0.009 -0. 0.51)
grid
%%%%This program contains the description of the adaptive%%%%
%%%%control system based on Taylor series linearization.%%%%
%%%%The method adopted here is in unnoramalized form.%%%%
function xdot=plant(tx)
global h n A i0 mu0 alpha M g cl c2 Taul Tau_2 Tau_3 u r k epsilon
err= x() - x(3);
e = (x(2)-x(4)) + c2*(x(l)-x(3)) + cl*x(5);
saturate = sat(elepsilon);
e_s = e -epsilon*saturate;
[fl,fhall]=batl(x(l),h,alpha,i0,[x(6) x(7) x(8) x(9)l);
12.fhaL_21=fhat2(x(I),h,alphai0,x(10) x(11) x(12) x(13)I);
[f3fhat31=flhat3(x(l),h,alpha.i0,Ix(14) x(15) x(16) x(17)1);
fbat=[fltha1 hat_2 fhaL_3];
u = bearingctl(that [x(), x(2)], g, r, cl, c2, k, e_s);
%%%%x = Isx, dx/dt, xm, dxm/dt intgrLerr, THETA_I, THETA_2, THETA_31%%%%
THETA_I= Tau l*e_s*fl';
THETA_2= Tau_2*e_s*f2';
THETA_3= Tau3*e_s*f3';
xdot Cx(2);
(n^2*muO*A*(i0+u)^2)/(4*M*(h-x(l))^2)-(nA2*muO*A*(i0-u)^2)/(4*M*(h+x( 1))2)-g;
x(4);
r-cl*x(3)-c2*x(4):
err;
THETA_I;
THETA_2;
THETA_3];
%%%%This program calculate the estimation of f1I using%%%%
%%%%the Taylor series linearization method around the %%%%
%%%%nominal operating poinL%%%%
functionlfl,thatl l=fhall(z,halphai0,THETA_I )
a=(h-z);
b=(h+z);
flao=(4*alpha*h*z*i0A2)/..
(a^2*b^2);
dfda=(4*h*z*i0W2)/...
(a^2*b^2);
dfdh=((4*alpha*z)(a^2*bA2)-...
(4*alpha* h* z*(2*b*a^2+2*bA2*a))/(a^4*bA4))*i02;
dfdah=((4*z)/(a^2*b^2)-...
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(4*h*z*(2*b*a^2+2*bA2*a))i(a^4*b4))*iO02;
dfdh2=(-(8*alpha*z)/(a^2*b13)+(8*alpha*z)/(a^3*b^2)-...
(8*alphaz)(a^2*b3)+(24*alpha*h*z)/(a2*b4)+(16*alpha*h*z)/(a^3*b3)-...
(8*i
0
aha*z)/(a^3*b lpha*h*z)/(a3*b3)(24*alpha*
h
*z)/(a^4*bA2))*i0A2;
fl=[dfda dfdh i/2*dfdah 1/2*dfdh2];
thatl=f.lo+...
[dfda dfdh 1/2*dfdah I/2*dfdh21*THETA_';
%%%%This program calculate the estimation of f2 using%%%%
%%%%the Taylor series linearization method around the %%%%
%%%%nominal operating point.%%%%
function[f2,fhat_21=fhaL2(zh,alpha,i0,THETA_2)
a=(h-z);
b=(h+z);
f2o=(2*alpha*(h^2+zA2)*i0)/...
(a^2*b^2);
dfda=(2*(h^2+z2)*i0)/...
(a^2*b2);
dfdh=((4*alpha*h)/(a^2*bA2)-...
(4*alpha* (h2+zA2))/(a^2*b3)-(4*alpha*(t2+z^2))/(a^3*bA2))*i0;
dfdah=((4*h)(aA2*bA2)-...
(4*(h^2+zA2))/(a^2*bA3)-(4*(h^2+z^2))/(aA3*b2))*i0;
dfdh2=((4*alpha)/(a^2*bA2)-(8*alpha*h)/(a^2*b^3)-(8*alpha*h)/(a^3*bA2)-...
(8*alpha*h)/(a^2*bV3)+(12*aipha*(hA2+zA2))/(a^2*b•4)+(8*alpha*(h^2+z^2))/(a^3*bA3)-...
(8*alpa*h)/(3*b2)+(8*alpha*(h2+z2))/(a3*b3)+(12*alpha*(h2+z^2)/(a4*b2))*i0;
f2=ldfda dfdh 1/2*dfdah 1/2*dfdh2];
thaL_2=f.2o+...
[dfda dfdh 1/2*dfdah I/2*dfdh2]*THETAJ2';
%%%%This program calculate the estimation of f_3 using%%%%
%%%%the Taylor series linearization method around the %%%%
%%%%nominal operating point.%%%%
functionif3,fihat_3fhamt3(zh,alpha,iO,THETA.3)
a=(h-z);
b=(h+z);
f_3o=(alpha*h*z)/...
(a^2*bt2);
dfda=(h*z)/...
(a,2*b2);
dfdh=(alpha*z)/(a^2*bA2)-...
(2*alpha*h*z)/(a^2*bA3)-(2*alpha*h*z)/(aA3*b2);
dfdah=(z)/(a^2*bA2)-...
(2*h*z)/(a^2*bA3)-(2*h*z)/(a^3*bV2);
dfdh2=-(2*alpha*z)/(a^2*bA3)-(2*alpha*z)/(a^3*bA2)-...
(2*6*aha*z)/(a^2*b lpha*h*z)(a2*b4)+(4*alpha*h*z)/(a^3*b3)-...
(2*alpha*z)/(a^3*b2)+(4*alpha*h*z)(a^3*b3)+(6*alpha*h*z)/(a^4*b2);
f3=idfda dfdh 1/2*dfdah Il2*dfdh2];
thaL3=f_3o+...
Idfda dfdh 1/2*dfdah l/2*dfdh2j*THETAj';
%%%% This file describes the property of saturation function %%%%
function y=sat(x)
ifabs(x)>l
y=sign(x);
else
y=x;
end
****************************************************
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Appendix C : FORTRAN Unit 9 Simulator Program
Kingston Unit 9 Simulator
C.1 Controller Based on Feedback Linearization
c23456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890
Subroutine goncrFfhs , Lfhs .Lvls, Alpha, Beta,
& Cfhdvo)
c gonctr.
ABSTRACT
c
c This subroutine is designed for modeling a nonlinear
c controller used in controlling the level of the feedwater
c heater The heater considered here is the shell and tube
c type in horizontal configuration.
c ***************************************************************
c NOTES
c ***************************************************************
c In order to implement this controller in the actual
c plant, another routine must be added to this program to
c enable the transition from manual to automatic mode. One
c possibility is to ask the controller to track a first order
c model and allow sufficient time during transition.
c The inner diameter of the heater is also changed to
c to 44.375 as opposed to 43.375 in.
c The effective area is the liquid surface area in the
c horizontal plane of the heater at current heater level.
c
c ***************************************************************
Implicit none
c ------ =r===-- -~---
c = = = Variable Definitions
C
c
c -. ..- ..--- . .. . .. ..----- - ------ -.--------------------------
c --------- Inputs
c -------------------- ----------------------------
Real*4 Alpha !Nonlinear proportional gain
Real*4 Beta !Nonlinear integral gain
Real4 Ffhs !Extraction (s+a) flow rate (lbm/s)
c Real*4 Pths ! Shell total pressure (psia);(optional)
Real4 Lhs ! Feedwater heater level (in)
Real*4 Lvls ! Feedwater heater level setpoint (in)
c --.---- --- . ..------- --- .. ....--------------------------
c -------- Outputs -------
c ---------- -------------------
Real*4 Cfldvo ! Drain valve lift (scale 0 to 1)
c --------- Internal Variables ------
c ----------------- -.-------------------------------------
Real*4 aftr ! X-sectional effective area factor
Real*4 ahtr !X-sectional effectice area (ft^2)
Real*4 htrlgth !Heater length (ft)
Real*4 Ivler !Heater level error (in)
Real*4 int_.vltr ! Integration of level error
Real*4 lvlold ! Level measured at the previous step
Real*4 voldrain ! Volumetric drain flow (ft^3/s)
Real4 inc ! Tune increment
Real4 rho ! The density of the water (lhbm/ft3)
c -------------------------- -- ------------ --------
c ----------- Define heater constants -
c ----------------------------..------------------
data intlvl_er /0.0 ! Initial integral error
data btrJgh /25./
data inc /0.25/
data rho /50/
c --------------- ------------------------------------------
c - .--------- Begin The Program ------
c---------------------------------
c ------- Check to see if the value of the heater level ---------
c ------- less than zero. Set it equal to zero if it is --------
If (Lhs .LT. 0.0) Lfas = 0.0
c ------- First, the cross-sectional area is calculated ---------
c ------- The area used is in the horizontal plane ---------
If (Lfs .GE, 0.0 .AND. Lbs .LT. 4.1) a.ftr = 1.0
c ----- Nothing is in the first 4.1 in region -----------------
If (Lfhs .GE. 0.0 .AND. Lths .LT. 21.4) afir = 0.368
c ---- 20%+43.2% is taken by the drain cooler and tubes ------
If (Lths .GE. 0.0 .AND. Llhs .LT 43.375) a-ftr = 0.46
c ------- 54% is taken by thetuhe s tube----- ---
c ------- Now, compute the actual area of the heater ------------
ahtr= 2*SQRT(2*(44.375/2/12)*(Lths/12)-(Libs/12)**2)*
& htrigth*
0
aftr
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c ----- Then, the desired control flow is obtained ----------
if (intUvler .EQ. 0) IvLold = Lths
c ------- Set IvLold = Lfhs for the first integration ----------
Ivler = (Lfhs-Lvis)/12
intlvl.er = inLlvler+0.5*inc*((Iviold-lvls)/12+lvLer)
Ivlold =Lfhs
c ------- Save the value of beater level for next integration ---
voLdrain = Ffhshho+
& Alpha*a..htr*vLer+
& Beta*a.htr*int_lv_er
c ------- Call a function that contains the valve flow --------
c ----- data in order to determine the corresponding ------
c ------- drain valve opening (%) ------
c ------...------------------------------ -------------
c ------- In the preliminary test, the data points are ----------
c ---- used to provide the approximation of the valve --------
c ---- opening. The routine is included below ------
c ------- (Using the experimental data at delP = 300psi) -----
c -------------------------------------------- ---
c - .---- Check if the voLdrain is less than zero. -------------
c ------- If it is, set the valve closed. ----------------------
if (voldrain .T. 0.0)
& Cthdvo= 0.0
c ------- Between 0 and 10 degree valve opening ----------------
if (voldrain .GE. 0.0 .AND. voldrain .LT. 0.3726)
& Cthdvo = (10/(0.3726-0)*
& voLdmain)190
c ------ Between 10 and 20 degree valve opening ------ --
if(voldrain .GE. 0.3726 .AND. voLdrain .LT. 1.0998)
& Cbhdvo= (l10(1.0998-0.3726)*
& voLdrain+10-10/(1.0998-0.3726)*
& 0.3726)/90
c ------- Between 20 and 30 degree valve opening ----------------
if (voldrain .GE. 1.0998 .AND. voLdrain .LT. 2.3381)
& Cthdvo = (10/(2.3381-1.0998)*
& vol_drain+20-0/(2.3381-1.0998)*
& 1.0998)/90
c ---- Between 30 and 40 degree valve opening ----------------
if (vol_drain .GE. 2.3381 .AND. voLdrain .LT. 3.5430)
& Cthdvo= (10(3.5430-2.3381)*
& vol_drain+30-10/(3.5430-2.3381)*
& 2.3381)/90
c ------- Between 40 and 50 degree valve opening ---------------.
if (voLdrain .GE. 3.5430 .AND. voLdrain .LT. 4.5754)
& Cfhdvo = (10/(4.5754-3.5430)*
& voldrain+40-10(4.5754-3.5430)*
& 3.5430)190
c ------- Between 50 and 60 degree valve opening ----------------
if (vol_dtrain .GE. 4.5754 .AND. voLdrain .LT. 5.0678)
& Cthdvo = (100(5.0678-4.5754)*
& voLdrain+50-10/(5.0678-4.5754)*
& 4.5754)/90
c ------ Between 60 and 70 degree valve opening ---------------
if (vodrain .OGE. 5.0678 .AND. voLdrain .LT. 5.3260)
& Cthdvo = (10/(5.3260-5.0678)*
& voldrain+60-100(5.3260-5.0678)*
& 5.0678)1/90
c ------- Between 70 and 80 degree valve opening -----------------
if (voLdrain .GE. 5.3260 .AND. voLdrain .LT. 5.3750)
& Cthdvo= (10/(5.3750-5.3 260)*
& vol_drain+70-10/(5.3750-5.3260)*
& 5.3260)/90
c ------- Between 80 and 90 degree valve opening ---------------
if (voldrain .GE. 5.3750 .AND. voldrain .LE. 5.5400)
& Cfhdvo= (10/(5.5400-5.3750)*
& voLdrain+80-10/(5.5400-5.3750)*
& 5.3750)/90
c ---- If vodrain is greater than 5.54 ft3/s ---------------
c ------- then fully open the valve. -------------------------
if (voldrain .GT. 5.5400)
& Cflhdvo= 1.0
return
end
Il*************************************************
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